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1. Introduction

the goal of this paper is to explain the methodology used 
to develop technology benefit and cost curves applicable 
for eU light-duty vehicles in the 2020-2025 timeframe. 
with appropriate modification of assumptions, the meth-
odology described in this report can be used to develop 
cost curves in other regions of the world. As described in 
icct working Paper 2012-4, the co2 data used in the de-
velopment of the eU cost curves are derived from simula-
tion modeling performed for the icct by ricardo inc.1,2  
these data, which for convenience are generally referred 
to as the Ricardo ICCT CO2 data in this paper, are com-
bined with technology cost data to generate co2 cost 
curves for five eU vehicle classes (namely, the B, c, D, 
small N1, and large N1 classes). technology cost data de-
veloped for the icct by FeV, inc. specifically for this ex-
ercise, serve as the primary source of cost data.3,4  these 
cost data, developed on the basis of vehicle teardown 
studies, are considered to be superior to other available 
data due to the fact that they represent current high vol-
ume production costs developed specifically for the eU 
market, and are generally consistent with the technology 
assumptions employed by ricardo for the co2 impact 
analysis. For convenience, these cost data are referred to 
as the FEV ICCT cost data in this paper.

1 icct, “co2 reduction technologies for the european car and van fleet, a 
2020-2025 assessment: initial processing of ricardo vehicle simulation 
modeling co2 data,” working paper 2012-4.

2 ricardo inc., “Project report, Analysis of greenhouse gas emission reduc-
tion Potential of Light Duty Vehicle technologies in the european Union for 
2020-2025,” Project c000908, Archive rD.12/96201.2, April 13, 2012.

3 FeV, inc., “Light-Duty Vehicle technology cost Analysis – european Ve-
hicle Market (Phase 1),” Project 10-449-001, March 29, 2012.

4 FeV, inc., “Light-Duty Vehicle technology cost Analysis – european Ve-
hicle Market, Additional case Studies (Phase 2),” Project 10-449-001, 
June 19, 2012.

in some cases, technologies are assumed in the ricardo 
work for which corresponding FeV cost estimates are 
not available. As a result, secondary technology cost data 
are employed to fill such gaps. the majority of secondary 
cost data are derived from cost estimates developed by 
the U.S. environmental Protection Agency (ePA), as sum-
marized in that agency’s technical support document for 
the 2017-2025 U.S. greenhouse gas standards proposal.5  
these secondary cost data are referred to as the EPA cost 
data in this paper.6  in very limited circumstances, other 

5 U.S. ePA and U.S. National highway traffic Safety Administration, 
“Draft Joint technical Support Document: rulemaking for 2017-2025 
Light-Duty Vehicle greenhouse gas emission Standards and corporate 
Average Fuel economy Standards,” ePA-420-D-11-901, November 2011.

6 while the ePA cost data also represent high volume production costs, 
both temporal and geographic adjustments are required to render the 
ePA data consistent with the FeV icct cost data. whereas the ePA 
data apply to the 2009 U.S. market, the FeV icct cost data apply to 
the eU market in the 2010/2011 timeframe. to convert U.S. cost data to 
their eU equivalent, detailed cost data for an identical technology sys-
tem conversion, as prepared by FeV for the ePA (and the U.S. market), 
and separately (for the icct) for the eU market, were compared. the 
specific technology conversion consisted of a baseline 2.4 liter, i4, 16 
valve Dohc naturally aspirated petrol engine with discrete variable 
valve timing converted to a 1.6 liter, i4, 16 valve Dohc turbocharged 
petrol direct injection with discrete variable valve timing. the U.S. data 
are documented in: ePA, “Light-Duty technology cost Analysis Pilot 
Study, ePA-420-r-09-020, December 2009 (as prepared by FeV, inc.). 
the eU data are from the previously cited FeV icct cost data report. 
 
while the ePA cost data are expressed as 2009 U.S. dollars, the detailed 
system component data analyzed to develop the necessary U.S.-to-eU 
conversion are expressed in 2008 U.S. dollars (the ePA updated all tech-
nology costs to 2009 dollars when they developed their technical support 
document for the 2017-2025 U.S. greenhouse gas standards proposal). 
to convert the detailed system component costs to the same 2009 ba-
sis, all costs were adjusted in accordance with the relationship between 
the 2008 and 2009 U.S. consumer Price index (cPi). the derived cPi ad-
justment is less than 0.4 percent; specifically 0.996442223 = 2009 cPi 
(214.537) / 2008 cPi (215.303). the ratio of the FeV icct (eU) cost data 
to the 2009-adjusted U.S. cost data for the referenced (identical) technol-
ogy package reflect both an inherent adjustment of 2009 U.S. dollars to 
2010/2011 euros and an inherent adjustment of costs from the U.S. to the 
eU market. the combined adjustment factor is calculated to be 0.823, and 
is used to adjust all utilized ePA cost data to its eU equivalent.
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cost data sources have also been utilized. Specifically, 
costs for petrol particulate filter, diesel particulate filter, 
and selective catalytic reduction technology are tak-
en from a 2012 icct emission control technology cost 
study.7,8  For convenience, these aftertreatment cost es-
timates are generally referred to as the ICCT cost data 
in this paper.

table 1 provides an overview of the baseline vehicle 
characteristics associated with the ricardo simulation 
modeling. Since, in some cases, these characteristics 
are not entirely consistent with average vehicle char-
acteristics for a given vehicle class in the eU, the cost 
curve development process, as described in detail be-
low, includes steps to both adjust baseline data for any 
co2 and cost impacts of such inconsistent assumptions 
as well as estimate the cost impacts of advanced (i.e., 
2020 and later) alternative vehicle technology. in all 
cases, co2 reduction technology is evaluated on a con-
stant performance basis (relative to associated baseline 
vehicle performance, as measured by simulated zero to 
96.6 kilometers per hour (60 miles per hour) accelera-
tion time).

there are important issues that should be recognized 
when reviewing the cost curve data presented in this 
paper. First, the developed curves are strictly technol-
ogy-based and do not consider the impacts associated 
with any potential regulatory structure that might be 
imposed to drive co2 emission reductions. For exam-
ple, mass reduction technology is included in the cost 
curves on the basis of estimated technology impacts 
and costs. the fact that regulatory structures that dis-
count the value of vehicle mass reduction – either in 
whole or in part, through mechanisms such as adjusting 
co2 standards for changes in vehicle mass – influence 
the cost effectiveness of mass reduction technology is 
not considered. in effect, the cost curves presented in 
this paper are technology neutral and can be viewed as 
inherently assuming an underlying technology-neutral 
(e.g., a single standard or vehicle size-based) regulatory 
structure. costs for structures that are not technology 
neutral will be higher.

7 icct, Posada Sanchez, F., Bandivadekar, A., and german J., “estimat-
ed cost of emission reduction technologies for Light-Duty Vehicles,” 
March 2012.

8 Like the FeV icct cost and ePA cost data, the icct study estimates cost 
on the basis of direct “current year” cost to the vehicle manufacturer. how-
ever, while the FeV icct cost and ePA cost data both also include learning 
factors to adjust current cost estimates to future year costs, no such factors 
are included with the icct study data. Learning factors for the icct study 
data are taken as being identical to the corresponding factors from the FeV 
icct cost data study for positive incremental cost technologies considered 
to be commercially viable in large volume production the 2010/2011 time-
frame. Positive incremental cost technologies are those that require a net 
additional investment by auto manufacturers. technologies such as dual 
clutch (automated manual) transmissions, which can result in cost savings 
relative to alternative automatic transmission technology, are excluded 
from consideration in developing learning factors for the icct cost data.

Additionally, as stated above the presented cost curves 
are primarily based on costs developed through tear-
down studies of current technology. this adds an impor-
tant element of validation with regard to cost estimates, 
but it also inherently discounts (to zero) the cost value 
of future advances in technology design. to the extent 
that design advances occur, the presented cost curves 
overstate co2 emission reduction costs in the years fol-
lowing such advances. thus, while teardown cost esti-
mates serve an important role in grounding future cost 
estimates, they generally reflect a relatively pessimistic 
view of advances beyond current technology. Accord-
ingly, the presented curves should be viewed as rela-
tively conservative, such that future costs could be sig-
nificantly lower than estimated in this paper.

the remaining sections of this paper detail the specific 
steps undertaken to develop the eU cost curves from 
the available co2 and technology cost data. Section 2 
describes adjustments to the baseline ricardo icct co2 
data. Section 3 describes the basic approach to cost 
curve construction, including the methodologies em-
ployed to adapt the various cost data sources to the 
ricardo icct co2 data. Section 4 describes the steps 
taken to estimate the co2 emissions performance of 
diesel electric hybrid technology, which is not explicitly 
included in the ricardo icct co2 data. Section 5 sum-
marizes 2020 and 2025 cost curve construction given 
available co2 and cost data, and presents the methodol-
ogy used to extend the 2020 curve to a representative 
cost curve for 2015. Section 6 describes a set of final ad-
justments implemented to better adapt the cost curve 
data to average eU vehicles, while Section 7 presents the 
developed cost curves. Section 8 presents a discussion 
of how the presented cost curves might be interpreted, 
along with a discussion of associated limitations. Lastly, 
Section 9 presents definitions for the various abbrevia-
tions and acronyms that appear in the paper.
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table 1. ricardo Simulation modeling baseline vehicle Characteristics

vehicle Class b Class C Class d Class Small n1 large n1

exemplar vehicle toyota 
Yaris

ford 
focus

toyota 
Camry

transit 
Connect

ford 
transit

petrol vehICle ChArACterIStICS

Displacement (liters) 1.5 1.6 2.4 2.0 3.8

engine configuration i4 i4 i4 i4 V6

injection System PFi PFi PFi PFi PFi

turbocharged No No No No No

Valve configuration Dohc Dohc Dohc Dohc ohV

Valve technology VVt Fixed VVt VVt Fixed

transmission A6 M6 A6 A6 A6

Final Drive ratio 4.00 3.80 3.23 3.10 3.17

test weight (pounds) 2,625 2,906 3,625 3,625 4,500

test weight (kg) 1,191 1,318 1,644 1,644 2,041

enhanced Alternator Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

idle-off technology Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

cd 0.32 0.29 0.30 0.37 0.34

cdA (m2) 0.74 0.65 0.69 1.04 0.95

rolling resistance coefficient 0.0094 0.0079 0.0082 0.0083 0.0072

dIeSel vehICle ChArACterIStICS

Displacement (liters) 1.2 1.6 2 1.8 2.2

engine configuration i4 i4 i4 i4 i4

injection System Di Di Di Di Di

turbocharged Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Valve configuration Dohc Dohc Dohc Dohc Dohc

Valve technology Fixed Fixed Fixed Fixed Fixed

transmission A6 M6 A6 A6 A6

Final Drive ratio 3.45 3.81 3.3 3.55 3.65

test weight (pounds) 2,625 2,906 3,625 3,625 4,500

test weight (kg) 1,191 1,318 1,644 1,644 2,041

enhanced Alternator Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

idle-off technology Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

cd 0.32 0.29 0.30 0.37 0.34

cdA (m2) 0.74 0.65 0.69 1.04 0.95

rolling resistance coefficient 0.0094 0.0079 0.0082 0.0083 0.0072
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2. base vehicle Co2 Adjustments

Since (as shown in table 1 above) the baseline co2 es-
timates included in the ricardo icct co2 data assume 
the presence of both an improved alternator capable of 
some braking energy recovery and 12 volt idle-off tech-
nology, and since both technologies were not widely 
deployed in european vehicles in 2010, adjustments to 
remove the co2 reduction effects of these two technolo-
gies are required to establish a zero-cost co2 baseline 
for the year 2010. Similarly, the ricardo baseline co2 es-
timates for most vehicle classes also assume automatic 
transmission technology and, in the case of the large N1 
class, overhead valve technology for petrol vehicles. the 
co2 effects of both assumptions are also estimated and 
the ricardo baseline co2 estimates appropriately ad-
justed to establish an eU-consistent zero-cost co2 base-
line. these adjustments are applied to all affected ve-
hicle classes for which cost curves are developed. table 
2 presents a summary of the adjustment factors, each 
of which was developing using the methodologies dis-
cussed in the remainder of this section.

to implement the required adjustments, detailed vehicle-
specific energy loss analysis was performed for six U.S. 
vehicles using finely resolved energy distribution data 
from associated ricardo simulation modeling (equivalent 
to the simulation modeling performed to generate the 
ricardo icct co2 data).9  to eliminate the effect of the 
advanced alternator on fuel consumption, energy used to 
power accessories for the six vehicles over the U.S. cAFe 
cycle was adjusted to reflect both a reduction of alterna-
tor efficiency from 70 to 55 percent and the elimination 
of all accessory-based regenerative braking energy.10 this 
calculated change in fuel consumption was regressed 
against the baseline (before adjustment) fuel consump-

9 the six vehicles cover a wide range of size and performance, consist-
ing of a toyota Yaris, a toyota camry, a chrysler 300, a Saturn Vue, a 
Dodge grand caravan, and a Ford F150 pickup truck. Although con-
ceptually and fundamentally equivalent to the ricardo icct co2 data 
modeling, the data underlying the adjustment analysis were generated 
by ricardo for the U.S. ePA in support of that agency’s efforts to estab-
lish 2017-2025 greenhouse gas standards for U.S. vehicles. in addition 
to driving cycle aggregate co2 data, ricardo provided the ePA with 
finely resolved (i.e., subsecond-by-subsecond) data at the technology 
system level of detail. these data can be analyzed to develop detailed 
fuel consumption impacts at the technology system level, which can 
then be modified as appropriate to estimate the effects of individual 
technology system changes. For example, accessory consumption can 
be increased or decreased to reflect changes in alternator efficiency, or 
input energy can be adjusted to reflect a change in regenerative energy, 
etc. Such data provide the basis for the adjustments described here. 
while there is no technical reason that this same system level analysis 
could not be performed for the ricardo icct co2 data directly, the level 
of effort involved in assembling and performing the basic technology 
systems analysis is not trivial and thus was not replicated using the eU 
data specifically. this, however, should not be interpreted as a design 
weakness since all adjustments are explicitly tailored to the NeDc and 
applied only on a relative basis to explicit NeDc data.

10 All of the braking energy recovered under the advanced alternator en-
ergy capture is used to reduce accessory load.

tion to derive a generalized impact algorithm, which was 
then applied to the baseline ricardo icct co2 data (for 
the eU vehicles evaluated over the U.S. cAFe cycle) to 
estimate U.S. cAFe cycle co2 emissions in the absence of 
the ricardo-assumed advanced alternator.11  these data 
are then converted to NeDc equivalent co2 estimates 
using the ratio of the ricardo icct co2 data for the eU 
vehicles evaluated over the NeDc to the ricardo icct 
co2 data for those same vehicles evaluated over the U.S. 
cAFe cycle.

the idle-off adjustment is conceptually similar. idle emis-
sion rates for the six U.S. vehicles are estimated from the 
detailed energy loss distribution data. these idle emission 
rates are then regressed against engine displacement to 
derive a generalized idle emission rate algorithm, which is 
then applied to the displacements associated with each 
of the eU baseline engines in the ricardo icct co2 data 
to estimate associated idle emission rates. combining the 
estimated idle emission rates with the idle time associ-
ated with the NeDc produces an estimate of the addi-
tional fuel that would be consumed over the NeDc in the 
absence of idle-off technology. the ratio of fuel consump-
tion without idle-off technology to fuel consumption with 
idle-off technology is identical to the corresponding ratio 
of co2 emissions, thereby allowing for the direct calcula-
tion of co2 emissions over the NeDc in the absence of the 
ricardo-assumed idle-off technology.

As indicated above, the baseline co2 estimates included 
in the ricardo icct co2 data, with the singular excep-
tion of the c class vehicle, also assume the presence of 
six speed automatic transmission technology. Such an as-
sumption is quite inconsistent with the eU vehicle market, 
so additional baseline co2 adjustments are implemented 
to reflect five speed manual transmission technology for 
the B class baseline vehicle and six speed manual trans-
mission technology for the baseline vehicles in all other 
classes for which cost curves were developed. the trans-
mission co2 adjustment is based on supplementary simu-
lation modeling performed by ricardo (as documented in 
the ricardo icct co2 data reference cited above), where-
in a c class Ford Focus was modeled (separately) with a 
six speed automatic and a six speed manual transmission 
(over the NeDc). the associated fuel consumption ratio 
is applied to all six speed automatic transmission base-
line vehicle co2 estimates to derive corresponding co2 
estimates for six speed manual transmission baseline ve-
hicles. For the five speed manual transmission adjustment 
required for the B class vehicle, the six speed manual 
transmission adjustment is augmented to reflect the fuel 
consumption ratio of five and six speed manual transmis-
sions as estimated in the fuel consumption data that is 

11 For a given fuel, changes in co2 are directly proportional to changes in 
fuel consumption.
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included in the cited ePA cost data report. Since this ratio 
is essentially an efficiency ratio for the U.S. cAFe cycle, 
and U.S. cAFe cycle and NeDc co2 data are similar (once 
the effects of idle time differences are eliminated, as with 
idle-off technology), it is expected that U.S. cAFe cycle-
based transmission efficiency ratio will provide a reason-
ably accurate estimate of the effect of moving from five 
to six speed manual transmission technology in the eU.

Finally, ricardo modeled the petrol large N1 class Ford 
transit baseline vehicle with an overhead valve (ohV) 
configuration, whereas the baseline configuration for the 
few eU petrol vehicles in this class include dual overhead 

cam (Dohc) technology. to adjust the transit-based 
large N1 class petrol vehicle to a Dohc baseline, the fuel 
consumption ratio of a Dohc V6 engine to an ohV V6 
engine was derived from data included in the U.S. Na-
tional energy Modeling System (NeMS).12  this ratio, dis-
counted to eliminate the effects of engine downsizing 
that are assumed in the basic relationship between NeMS 
Dohc and ohV technology, is applied to the ohV-based 
co2 baseline data for the Ford transit to derive an as-
sociated co2 estimate for an equivalent Dohc baseline 
vehicle. Simulation modeling for all other petrol and all 
diesel baseline vehicles is based on Dohc technology, so 
no similar adjustments are required.

12 U.S. Department of energy, energy information Administration, “trans-
portation Sector Module of the National energy Modeling System: 
Model Documentation 2011,” Doe/eiA-M070(2011), April 2012.

table 2. baseline vehicle Co2 Adjustments

vehicle Class b Class C Class d Class Small n1 large n1

exemplar vehicle toyota 
Yaris

ford 
focus

toyota 
Camry

transit 
Connect

ford 
transit

petrol vehICle AdjuStment fACtorS

eliminate improved Alternator 1.035 1.035 1.029 1.027 1.021

eliminate idle-off technology 1.110 1.105 1.110 1.091 1.108

eliminate A6 transmission (1) 0.963 1.000 0.941 0.941 0.941

Adjust ohV to Dohc (2) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.967

Net co2 Adjustment 1.106 1.143 1.075 1.054 1.030

dIeSel vehICle AdjuStment fACtorS

eliminate improved Alternator 1.040 1.038 1.035 1.031 1.028

eliminate idle-off technology 1.130 1.133 1.138 1.118 1.116

eliminate A6 transmission (1) 0.963 1.000 0.941 0.941 0.941

Adjust ohV to Dohc (2) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Net co2 Adjustment 1.131 1.175 1.108 1.085 1.080

Notes: (1)   the B class adjustment reflects “movement” from A6 to M5 technology. the c class technology is M6 in the ricardo modeling, so no 
adjustment is required. All other classes reflect “movement” from A6 to M6 technology.

 (2)   All classes except large N1 petrol assume Dohc technology and thus only the large N1 petrol data are adjusted.
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3. Cost Curve Construction Approach

conceptually, construction of the eU cost curves is 
straightforward. Zero cost baseline co2 data are com-
bined with co2 and associated cost estimates for a se-
ries of future technology packages to generate a series 
of co2/cost data points that are then subjected to regres-
sion analysis to estimate a generalized co2 cost curve.13,14  
however, assemblage of the associated data includes nu-
ances that must be addressed. this section is intended 
to explain, to the maximum extent practical, both the 
basic data assemblage process and the nuances associ-
ated therewith. it should be recognized, however, that 
while every effort has been made to provide a thorough 
description of the cost curve development approach and 
calculations, readability limitations place a practical limit 
on the depth of the presented discussion.

cost curve data has been developed for five eU vehicle 
classes: B class, c class, D class, small N1 class, and large 
N1 class vehicles. while ricardo modeled two baseline c 
class vehicles with differing co2 characteristics, data for 
the Ford Focus-based modeling is used for c class cost 
curve development since the underlying vehicle charac-
teristics associated with the Focus-based modeling is 
more consistent with an average eU c class vehicle. Sep-
arate petrol and diesel cost curves were developed for 
each of the five vehicle classes.

For petrol vehicles, the ricardo icct co2 data (over the 
NeDc) is available for a number of basic technology pack-
ages: (1) baseline 2010 technology, (2) stoichiometric tur-
bocharged direct injection technology, (3) lean burn tur-
bocharged direct injection technology, (4) stoichiometric 
turbocharged direct injection technology with dual circuit 
cooled exhaust gas recirculation, (5) P2 electric hybrid 
technology coupled with the three direct injection tech-
nology packages designated as items 2 through 4 in this 
list as well as with two Atkinson cycle naturally aspirated 
engine packages, one with cam profile switching and one 
with digital valve actuation technology, and (6) power-
split electric hybrid technology coupled the same five in-
ternal combustion engine technology packages.

to avoid conflating the issues of future unknown co2 
standards with future unknown criteria pollutant stan-
dards (for Nox specifically), data related to lean burn tur-

13 of course, the “zero cost” assigned to the baseline technology pack-
ages is a relative assignment. obviously, current technology is not free. 
however, the incremental cost of baseline technology is zero relative to 
the incremental cost that would be incurred under any program requir-
ing reduction in co2 emissions from current (baseline) levels.

14 As indicated previously, the primary source for co2 emissions esti-
mates is the ricardo icct co2 data and the primary source for as-
sociated technology costs is the FeV icct cost data. in some cases 
where primary source data are not available, secondary data sources 
are utilized as described in the discussion that follows.

bocharged direct injection technology has been excluded 
from cost curve development. the need for, and degree 
of, aftertreatment technology required on lean burn en-
gines depends on the stringency of future Nox standards. 
Since it is not clear what level of Nox standards would be 
imposed on future lean burn petrol engines, it was decid-
ed to exclude lean burn petrol technology from the cost 
curve development exercise.

Additionally, only one electric hybrid technology pack-
age was formally considered in the development of the 
cost curves – that being the P2 electric hybrid package 
based on an Atkinson cycle naturally aspirated internal 
combustion engine with cam profile switching. All of 
the remaining P2 and all of the powersplit electric hy-
brid technology packages were excluded on the basis 
of obviously poorer cost effectiveness. the co2 emis-
sions reductions of the P2 technology packages are al-
ways greater than those of corresponding powersplit 
technology packages, and these greater reductions are 
achieved at lower cost. this is entirely consistent with 
current trends in the eU, where most manufacturers are 
moving forward with P2 hybrid technology. only toyota 
and Ford are using powersplit technology.

within the P2 family, the Atkinson cycle naturally aspi-
rated engine-based packages provide co2 reductions 
that are either nearly equal to or greater than those of 
the much more expensive turbocharged direct injection 
packages, with the cheaper cam profile switching-based 
package providing co2 reductions that are relatively clos-
er to those of the digital valve actuation package than the 
difference in their respective costs would dictate if the 
latter were the more cost effective approach. thus, the P2 
package based on an Atkinson cycle naturally aspirated 
engine with cam profile switching reflects the most cost 
effective hybridized technology approach, and is there-
fore the only hybrid package subjected to detailed com-
ponent costing.

For diesel vehicles, the ricardo icct co2 data (over the 
NeDc) is available for only two basic technology packag-
es: (1) baseline 2010 technology and (2) 2020 advanced 
diesel technology. the data provide for no other diesel 
evaluation options. A third diesel technology option, P2 
electric hybrid technology, has been constructed by ex-
trapolating the co2 impacts of petrol electric hybrid vehi-
cles to non-hybrid co2 data for advanced diesel vehicles. 
Section 4 below provides additional discussion on both 
the basis for and methodology employed to implement 
this extrapolation.

the number of future technology raw data points for 
both petrol and diesel vehicles is tripled by analyzing 
each technology package under three road load sce-
narios. road load energy is determined over the NeDc 
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through three parameters — mass, rolling resistance, and 
aerodynamic drag. technology exists to alter all three 
road load characteristics. Under the first road load sce-
nario, each of the technology combinations is evaluated 
at baseline road load conditions (i.e., with the values of 
the three road load parameters set as they exist for each 
modeled vehicle today). the second road load scenar-
io assumes 15, 10, and 10 percent reductions in vehicle 
mass, rolling resistance, and aerodynamic drag respec-
tively, while the third road load scenario assumes re-
spective 30, 20, and 20 percent reductions.15  in all cases, 
engine displacement is reduced as necessary to maintain 
constant (or better) zero to 96.6 kilometers per hour (60 
miles per hour) performance.16  Additional detail on the 
co2 data for these three road load scenarios is available 
in working Paper 2012-4.

15 these two alternative road load scenarios are designed to reflect what 
can best be characterized as “moderate” and “more aggressive” reduc-
tion strategies achievable in the 2020 timeframe. Neither level of reduc-
tion would require breakthrough technology as demonstrated by a wide 
range of studies that indicate that reductions in vehicle mass of up to 
40 percent and reductions in aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance 
characteristics of as much as 20 percent are feasible in the study time-
frame. while it is not the purpose of this paper to provide a complete 
bibliography of such supporting studies, interested readers can consult 
the following for more information (and additional references):

hucho, w.-h., grenzwert-Strategie: halbierung des cw-wertes scheint 
möglich. AtZ 111(01/2009): 16-23, 2009.

goede, M., Volkswagen Ag, “SuperLight-car project – An integrated re-
search approach for lightweight car body innovations,” included in 
the papers compiled for the international conference on innovative 
Developments for Lightweight Vehicle Structures, wolfsburg, ger-
many, May 26-27, 2009.

Lotus engineering inc., “An Assessment of Mass reduction opportu-
nities for a 2017 – 2020 Model Year Vehicle Program,” rev 006A, 
March 2010.

Schedel, r., Viel entwicklungspotenzial in der Aerodynamik. Automo-
biltechnische Zeitschrift (AtZ) 109(01/2007): 40-45, 2007.

U.S. Department of energy, “2011 Annual Progress report, Lightweight-
ing Materials,” Doe/ee-0674, February 2012.

U.S. ePA and U.S. National highway traffic Safety Administration, “Draft 
Joint technical Support Document: rulemaking for 2017-2025 
Light-Duty Vehicle greenhouse gas emission Standards and corpo-
rate Average Fuel economy Standards,” ePA-420-D-11-901, Novem-
ber 2011.

U.S. ePA, U.S. National highway traffic Safety Administration, and cali-
fornia Air resources Board, “interim Joint technical Assessment re-
port: Light-Duty Vehicle greenhouse gas emission Standards and 
corporate Average Fuel economy Standards for Model Years 2017-
2025,” September 2010.

U.S. National highway traffic Safety Administration, “Final regulatory 
impact Analysis, corporate Average Fuel economy for MY 2012-MY 
2016 Passenger cars and Light trucks,” March 2010.

16 the ricardo icct co2 data assumes a minimum per cylinder displace-
ment of 0.225 liters and a minimum cylinder count of three, effectively 
limiting the minimum engine displacement to 0.675 liters. therefore, 
engine displacement is reduced to either to the point of equal perfor-
mance or the effective minimum displacement, whichever is greater. 
this criterion also serves to limit the co2 emission reduction potential 
of technology packages that could provide equal performance at an 
engine displacement below 0.675 liters.

Finally, although the ricardo icct co2 data provides esti-
mates for future non-hybrid technology packages with ei-
ther an automatic transmission or a dual clutch automated 
manual transmission, only the dual clutch automated man-
ual transmission data are used to construct the cost curves. 
given the limited penetration of automatic transmissions 
in the eU market, mass conversion to automatic transmis-
sion technology is not considered likely, especially given the 
automated shift capability of the automated manual trans-
mission and its generally lower incremental cost. the sole 
exception to this approach is for the B class vehicle, where 
six speed “conventional” manual transmission technology is 
assumed for all future non-hybrid technology scenarios.17,18

to develop aggregate cost estimates for each co2 tech-
nology package, individual component technologies are 
costed and then summed to derive an overall cost esti-
mate. tables 3 through 17 present the component tech-
nology list, direct manufacturer cost estimates for 2020, 
and the associated cost data sources for the various tech-
nology packages included in the cost curve development 
process.19 is important to recognize that the actual costing 
process is performed on a class-by-class basis, so assem-
bling technologies into a “master list” as required for the 
development of tables 3 through 17 is somewhat challeng-
ing in that some listed technologies may apply to one or 
more, but not all classes. Vehicle classes to which specific 
technologies do not apply will report associated technol-
ogy costs as zero. Differences across classes are primar-
ily limited to the type and gear count of base and future 
transmissions, with all vehicle classes other than the B 
class utilizing six speed manual transmission technology in 
the baseline vehicle and eight speed automatic and eight 
speed dual clutch automated manual transmissions in the 
future technology packages. All dual clutch transmission 
packages utilize a dry clutch system except for the large 
N1 class, which is assumed to require a wet clutch system.

Additionally, it should be recognized that the costing of 
technology packages, as summarized in tables 3 through 
17, includes the costing of automatic transmission technol-
ogy, even though such packages are not utilized in the ac-
tual construction of vehicle cost curves. this is primarily an 
artifact of the manner in which the data analysis exercise 

17 Automated transmission technology is assumed to be required to 
achieve the co2 emission levels estimated for electric hybrid vehicles. 
in effect, transmission control is an inherent portion of the hybrid con-
trol strategy and while manual transmission technology is technologi-
cally feasible for electric hybrids, the ability to maximize co2 emission 
reductions requires a fully automated control loop.

18 to derive co2 emission estimates for future six speed manual trans-
missions, the co2 estimates for the six speed automatic transmission 
equipped B class technology packages are adjusted by the fuel con-
sumption ratio of the two transmission technologies, calculated as de-
scribed above in Section 2.

19 corresponding cost data for 2025 are also developed, but are not pre-
sented here in the interest of brevity.
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was initially constructed – wherein costing proceeded in 
a stepwise manner from those technologies included in 
ricardo’s baseline co2 packages to ricardo’s advanced 
automatic transmission technology packages to ricardo’s 
advanced dual clutch automated manual transmission 
technology packages – adding (or removing) individual 
component technologies as appropriate as one progressed 
through this technology hierarchy.20  Since the costing of 
the advanced dual clutch automated manual transmis-
sion technology packages is dependent on the preceding 
costing of the advanced automatic transmission technol-
ogy packages, the costs of the latter are presented, even 
though the packages themselves are not used in the final 
cost curve construction process.

20 Note that the terminology hierarchy does not signify dependence, in 
that a “lower” hierarchy package is not dependent on the “higher” 
hierarchy package. the terminology simply signifies that the costs 
of a “lower” hierarchy package inherently includes the costs (and 
technologies) already estimated for the “higher” hierarchy package. 
rather than rebuild a complete technology list for every package, 
each succeeding package simply adds technologies to, or removes 
technologies from, the cumulative technology list associated with the 
preceding technology package. the hierarchical process is one of con-
venience, not dependence.

to fully understand the various cost items included in 
the cost tables, it is important to recognize that an inte-
gral component of the costing exercise for each vehicle 
class and technology configuration is the proper sizing 
and associated cost of the added componentry. thus 
the costed technology items are designed to reflect not 
only specific componentry that has been added (or re-
moved), but also the effect of changes in componentry 
sizing due to engine downsizing. For example, a smaller 
engine might require a smaller (and cheaper) turbo-
charger, a smaller injection system, a smaller aftertreat-
ment device, etc. Sizing considerations vary for each in-
dividual technology.
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table 3. 2020 Cost of petrol StdI technology at baseline road load (euros)

vehicle Class b Class C Class d Class Small n1 large n1
Cost data 

Sourceexemplar vehicle toyota 
Yaris

ford 
focus

toyota 
Camry

transit 
Connect

ford 
transit

CoSt of teChS InCluded In rICArdo bASelIne (but whICh Are not In AverAge eu bASelIne)

M5 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

M6 to A6 0 388 395 391 403 FeV icct

Fixed Valves 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

VVt 28 0 28 28 0 ePA

improved Alternator 54 54 54 54 54 ePA

Start-Stop (12V BAS) 275 279 313 296 372 FeV icct

total ricardo baseline Cost over eu baseline 357 722 790 770 830 Sum
AdvAnCed teChnologY — AutomAtIC (or mAnuAl) trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

VVt (if not in ricardo Baseline) 0 28 0 0 28 ePA

cPS (DVVL) 88 88 88 88 88 ePA

Spray-guided Di (10.5:1 cr, 25-30 bar) 106 106 108 107 115 FeV icct

turbo (two stage series sequential) 450 452 479 462 505 FeV icct

Downsizing -147 -150 -168 -160 -401 FeV icct

Friction reduction (3.5% Fc reduction) 94 94 94 94 123 ePA

A6 to A8 (if At) 0 35 35 35 35 FeV icct

internal transmission improvements 151 151 151 151 151 ePA

M5 to M6 (if Mt) 156 0 0 0 0 ePA

Shift optimization & early tc Lockup (if At) 0 39 39 39 39 ePA

Advanced Alternator with electric coolant Pump 33 33 33 33 33 ePA

ePS 67 67 67 67 67 ePA

Particulate Filter 49 50 59 53 66 icct

weight change 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

rolling resistance change 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

Start-Stop System Size change -31 -35 -56 -47 -105 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over ricardo baseline 1,016 957 927 920 743 Sum

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 1,373 1,679 1,717 1,690 1,573 Sum
AdvAnCed teChnologY — duAl ClutCh AutomAted mAnuAl (or mAnuAl) trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Delete A8 (if At) 0 -35 -35 -35 -35 FeV icct

A6 to 8DDct (if moving from At) 0 -16 -16 -16 -16 ePA

8DDct to 8wDct (if wet clutch) 0 0 0 0 47 ePA

weight change 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

rolling resistance change 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

Particulate Filter Size change -2 0 0 0 2 icct

engine Size change -2 0 0 0 2 FeV icct

Start-Stop System Size change -2 0 0 0 2 FeV icct

gDi System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change -2 0 0 0 2 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over ricardo baseline 1,007 907 878 871 746 Sum

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 1,364 1,629 1,668 1,641 1,576 Sum

A list of abbreviations and acronyms appears below as Section 9.
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table 4. 2020 Cost of petrol StdI technology at 15/10/10 road load (euros)

vehicle Class b Class C Class d Class Small n1 large n1
Cost data 

Sourceexemplar vehicle toyota 
Yaris

ford 
focus

toyota 
Camry

transit 
Connect

ford 
transit

AdvAnCed teChnologY — AutomAtIC (or mAnuAl) trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Baseline road Load System cost 1,373 1,679 1,717 1,690 1,573 rL0

weight change 178 203 276 269 337 ePA

rolling resistance change 4 5 4 4 4 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 30 30 30 30 30 ePA

Particulate Filter Size change -2 -3 -4 -3 -5 icct

engine Size change -3 -3 -5 -4 -6 FeV icct

Start-Stop System Size change -3 -4 -6 -5 -7 FeV icct

gDi System Size change -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change -3 -3 -5 -4 -6 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 1,573 1,901 2,005 1,975 1,917 Sum

AdvAnCed teChnologY — duAl ClutCh AutomAted mAnuAl (or mAnuAl) trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Baseline road Load System cost 1,364 1,629 1,668 1,641 1,576 rL0

weight change 178 203 276 269 337 ePA

rolling resistance change 4 5 4 4 4 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 30 30 30 30 30 ePA

Particulate Filter Size change -1 -3 -4 -3 -5 icct

engine Size change -1 -4 -5 -4 -7 FeV icct

Start-Stop System Size change -1 -4 -6 -4 -8 FeV icct

gDi System Size change 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change -1 -3 -5 -4 -7 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 1,573 1,851 1,955 1,927 1,919 Sum

A list of abbreviations and acronyms appears below as Section 9.
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table 5. 2020 Cost of petrol StdI technology at 30/20/20 road load (euros)

vehicle Class b Class C Class d Class Small n1 large n1
Cost data 

Sourceexemplar vehicle toyota 
Yaris

ford 
focus

toyota 
Camry

transit 
Connect

ford 
transit

AdvAnCed teChnologY — AutomAtIC (or mAnuAl) trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Baseline road Load System cost 1,373 1,679 1,717 1,690 1,573 rL0

weight change 769 810 1,101 1,074 1,342 ePA

rolling resistance change 42 42 40 43 40 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 118 119 119 119 118 ePA

Particulate Filter Size change -2 -3 -8 -6 -10 icct

engine Size change -3 -4 -11 -8 -12 FeV icct

Start-Stop System Size change -3 -4 -12 -9 -14 FeV icct

gDi System Size change -1 -1 -2 -1 -2 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change -3 -4 -10 -8 -12 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 2,290 2,635 2,934 2,894 3,022 Sum

AdvAnCed teChnologY — duAl ClutCh AutomAted mAnuAl (or mAnuAl) trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Baseline road Load System cost 1,364 1,629 1,668 1,641 1,576 rL0

weight change 769 810 1,101 1,074 1,342 ePA

rolling resistance change 42 42 40 43 40 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 118 119 119 119 118 ePA

Particulate Filter Size change -1 -3 -8 -7 -11 icct

engine Size change -1 -4 -11 -8 -13 FeV icct

Start-Stop System Size change -1 -4 -12 -9 -15 FeV icct

gDi System Size change 0 -1 -2 -2 -2 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change -1 -4 -10 -8 -13 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 2,290 2,584 2,884 2,843 3,022 Sum

A list of abbreviations and acronyms appears below as Section 9.
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table 6. 2020 Cost of petrol StdI with Cooled egr at baseline road load (euros)

vehicle Class b Class C Class d Class Small n1 large n1
Cost data 

Sourceexemplar vehicle toyota 
Yaris

ford 
focus

toyota 
Camry

transit 
Connect

ford 
transit

AdvAnCed teChnologY — AutomAtIC (or mAnuAl) trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

SgtDi cost at Baseline road Load 1,016 957 927 920 743 SgtDi

egr System 29 29 34 31 37 FeV icct

weight change 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

rolling resistance change 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

Particulate Filter Size change 0 0 0 0 0 icct

engine Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

Start-Stop System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

gDi System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over ricardo baseline 1,045 986 961 951 780 Sum

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 1,403 1,708 1,751 1,721 1,610 Sum

AdvAnCed teChnologY — duAl ClutCh AutomAted mAnuAl (or mAnuAl) trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

SgtDi cost at Baseline road Load 1,007 907 878 871 746 SgtDi

egr System 28 29 34 31 38 FeV icct

weight change 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

rolling resistance change 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

Particulate Filter Size change 0 0 0 0 0 icct

engine Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

Start-Stop System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

gDi System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over ricardo baseline 1,035 936 912 902 784 Sum

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 1,393 1,658 1,702 1,672 1,614 Sum

A list of abbreviations and acronyms appears below as Section 9.

technology costs based on FeV icct cost data are 
scaled in a number of ways, depending on the tech-
nology parameters of interest.21  with the exception of 

21 it is important to recognize that “scaling” cost data is not meant to im-
ply that all of the costs associated with a scalable technology are vari-
able, or that the scaling is necessarily linear. Scaling algorithms for some 
technologies are linear, while those for other are nonlinear – however, 
all scaling algorithms include a fixed cost component so that an X per-
cent change in an independent cost influence (such as engine displace-
ment) will not translate into an X percent change in technology cost. 
For example, a hypothetical scaling algorithm might be of the form: cost 
equals 10 times liters of displacement plus 100 euros, wherein 100 euros 
would be the fixed cost associated with an engine of any displacement. 
thus, a two liter engine would incur costs of 120 euros, while a one liter 
engine would incur costs of 110 euros – so that a 50 percent reduction in 
displacement induces only an 8 percent reduction in cost.

transmission technology, FeV generally estimated costs 
for each technology package for up to nine engine con-
figurations; ranging from small i3 to large V8 engines. 
For technologies such as turbocharged direct injection, 
which generally also include engine downsizing to main-
tain constant performance, there are changes in baseline 
and “with technology” engine size as well as possible 
configuration changes (e.g., 2.4 liter i4 baseline to 1.6 li-
ter i4 “with technology,” or 3.0 liter V6 baseline to 2.0 
liter i4 “with technology”).
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table 7. 2020 Cost of petrol StdI with Cooled egr at 15/10/10 road load (euros)

vehicle Class b Class C Class d Class Small n1 large n1
Cost data 

Sourceexemplar vehicle toyota 
Yaris

ford 
focus

toyota 
Camry

transit 
Connect

ford 
transit

AdvAnCed teChnologY — AutomAtIC (or mAnuAl) trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Baseline road Load System cost 1,403 1,708 1,751 1,721 1,610 rL0

egr System Size change -1 -1 -2 -2 -2 FeV icct

weight change 178 203 276 269 337 ePA

rolling resistance change 4 5 4 4 4 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 30 30 30 30 30 ePA

Particulate Filter Size change -2 -3 -4 -3 -5 icct

engine Size change -3 -3 -5 -4 -6 FeV icct

Start-Stop System Size change -3 -4 -6 -5 -7 FeV icct

gDi System Size change -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change -3 -3 -5 -4 -6 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 1,601 1,929 2,036 2,004 1,952 Sum

AdvAnCed teChnologY — duAl ClutCh AutomAted mAnuAl (or mAnuAl) trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Baseline road Load System cost 1,393 1,658 1,702 1,672 1,614 rL0

egr System Size change 0 -1 -2 -2 -3 FeV icct

weight change 178 203 276 269 337 ePA

rolling resistance change 4 5 4 4 4 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 30 30 30 30 30 ePA

Particulate Filter Size change -1 -3 -4 -3 -5 icct

engine Size change -1 -4 -5 -4 -7 FeV icct

Start-Stop System Size change -1 -4 -6 -4 -8 FeV icct

gDi System Size change 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change -1 -3 -5 -4 -7 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 1,601 1,879 1,987 1,956 1,954 Sum

A list of abbreviations and acronyms appears below as Section 9.

Scaling costs for such technology is more complex, as 
costs can vary both as a function of engine configura-
tion (which can affect “parts count”) and displacement 
(which can affect technology system size). generally a 
“first cut” cost is established on the basis of the FeV 
configuration that most closely matches the engine 
configuration change associated with the ricardo icct 
co2 data. For example the FeV-estimated cost for an 
i4 to smaller i4 engine is matched with a ricardo icct 
technology package that reflects a similar degree of 
downsizing. in this manner, the “parts count” associated 
with the ricardo icct technology package is properly 
matched to the FeV icct cost data.

however, since the actual displacements associated with 
the pre and post technology packages may differ across 
the ricardo and FeV technology assumptions, the FeV 
icct cost data is also analyzed to isolate the unit-

change (i.e., per liter) displacement cost and this “non-
cylinder drop” cost of displacement change is used to 
precisely estimate the cost of the displacement change 
associated with the ricardo icct co2 data. in this fash-
ion, the cost of engine configuration and displacement 
changes (both petrol and diesel), petrol direct injection, 
and turbocharger (both petrol and diesel) technology 
are “fine tuned” on the basis of both “cylinder drop” (if 
applicable) and per-unit displacement cost change ad-
justments. in all cases, these adjustments are calculated 
directly from the FeV icct cost data.
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table 8. 2020 Cost of petrol StdI with Cooled egr 30/20/20 road load (euros)

vehicle Class b Class C Class d Class Small n1 large n1
Cost data 

Sourceexemplar vehicle toyota 
Yaris

ford 
focus

toyota 
Camry

transit 
Connect

ford 
transit

AdvAnCed teChnologY — AutomAtIC (or mAnuAl) trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Baseline road Load System cost 1,403 1,708 1,751 1,721 1,610 rL0

egr System Size change -1 -1 -4 -3 -5 FeV icct

weight change 769 810 1,101 1,074 1,342 ePA

rolling resistance change 42 42 40 43 40 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 118 119 119 119 118 ePA

Particulate Filter Size change -2 -3 -8 -6 -10 icct

engine Size change -3 -4 -11 -8 -12 FeV icct

Start-Stop System Size change -3 -4 -12 -9 -14 FeV icct

gDi System Size change -1 -1 -2 -1 -2 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change -3 -4 -10 -8 -12 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 2,318 2,663 2,963 2,922 3,055 Sum

AdvAnCed teChnologY — duAl ClutCh AutomAted mAnuAl (or mAnuAl) trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Baseline road Load System cost 1,393 1,658 1,702 1,672 1,614 rL0

egr System Size change 0 -1 -4 -3 -5 FeV icct

weight change 769 810 1,101 1,074 1,342 ePA

rolling resistance change 42 42 40 43 40 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 118 119 119 119 118 ePA

Particulate Filter Size change -1 -3 -8 -7 -11 icct

engine Size change -1 -4 -11 -8 -13 FeV icct

Start-Stop System Size change -1 -4 -12 -9 -15 FeV icct

gDi System Size change 0 -1 -2 -2 -2 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change -1 -4 -10 -8 -13 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 2,318 2,612 2,914 2,871 3,054 Sum

A list of abbreviations and acronyms appears below as Section 9.

A number of FeV icct costs other than engine downsiz-
ing also generally scale with displacement (independent 
of engine configuration). it is important to note, however, 
that the FeV icct cost data as published are not charac-
terized in terms of cost per unit change in displacement, 
but are always precisely estimated for a given pre and 
post technology engine configuration. All per displace-
ment change algorithms are developed through regres-
sion analysis as part of the cost curve construction exer-
cise. technology costs estimated through such analysis 
include belt alternator starter idle-off systems, petrol 
cooled egr, and M6 to 6DDct transmission technology. 
icct cost data for particulate filter and selective catalytic 
reduction technology are also subjected to regression 
analysis and scaled with engine displacement.

Similarly, a number of FeV icct costs generally scale 
with the number of engine cylinders. Such costs include 

diesel high pressure injection technology, diesel variable 
valve timing and lift technology, and diesel dual loop egr 
technology. As with displacement scaling, the FeV icct 
cost data as published are not characterized in terms of 
cost per unit change in cylinder count, but are always 
precisely estimated for a given pre and post technology 
engine configuration. All per cylinder count cost change 
algorithms are developed through regression analysis as 
part of the cost curve construction exercise.
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table 9. 2020 Cost of p2 petrol hev technology at baseline road load (euros)

vehicle Class b Class C Class d Class Small n1 large n1
Cost data 

Sourceexemplar vehicle toyota 
Yaris

ford 
focus

toyota 
Camry

transit 
Connect

ford 
transit

AdvAnCed teChnologY — duAl ClutCh AutomAted mAnuAl trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Displacement Adjustment (FeV to ricardo) 72 74 74 65 48 FeV icct

P2 System 1,797 1,994 2,120 2,065 2,147 FeV icct

climate control System credit -118 -118 -124 -124 -124 FeV icct

Start-Stop Baseline System credit -275 -279 -313 -296 -372 FeV icct

improved Baseline Alternator credit -54 -54 -54 -54 -54 ePA

7DDct-to-A6 80 80 80 80 80 ePA

A6 to 6DDct -177 0 0 0 0 ePA

A6 to 8DDct 0 -16 -16 -16 -16 ePA

8DDct to 8wDct (if wet clutch) 0 0 0 0 47 ePA

M5 to A6 (if At not in ice Baseline) 542 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

VVt (if not in ricardo Baseline) 0 28 0 0 28 ePA

cPS 88 88 88 88 88 ePA

Friction reduction (3.5% Fc reduction) 94 94 94 94 123 ePA

internal transmission improvements 151 151 151 151 151 ePA

Shift optimization 21 21 21 21 21 ePA

total Incremental Cost over ricardo baseline 2,220 2,061 2,120 2,072 2,165 Sum

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 2,578 2,783 2,910 2,842 2,995 Sum

A list of abbreviations and acronyms appears below as Section 9.

table 10. 2020 Cost of p2 petrol hev technology at 15/10/10 road load (euros)

vehicle Class b Class C Class d Class Small n1 large n1
Cost data 

Sourceexemplar vehicle toyota 
Yaris

ford 
focus

toyota 
Camry

transit 
Connect

ford 
transit

AdvAnCed teChnologY — duAl ClutCh AutomAted mAnuAl trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Baseline road Load System cost 2,578 2,783 2,910 2,842 2,995 rL0

weight change 196 225 298 292 366 ePA

weight change impact on Motor/Battery Size -62 -78 -89 -85 -91 FeV icct

rolling resistance change 4 5 4 4 4 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 30 30 30 30 30 ePA

engine Size change -11 -12 -20 -15 -22 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 2,735 2,952 3,133 3,067 3,281 Sum

A list of abbreviations and acronyms appears below as Section 9.
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table 11. 2020 Cost of p2 petrol hev technology at 30/20/20 road load (euros)

vehicle Class b Class C Class d Class Small n1 large n1 Cost 
data 

Sourceexemplar vehicle toyota 
Yaris

ford 
focus

toyota 
Camry

transit 
Connect

ford 
transit

AdvAnCed teChnologY — duAl ClutCh AutomAted mAnuAl trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Baseline road Load System cost 2,578 2,783 2,910 2,842 2,995 rL0

weight change 733 899 1,117 1,172 1,463 ePA

weight change impact on Motor/Battery Size -123 -163 -179 -177 -190 FeV icct

rolling resistance change 42 42 40 43 40 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 118 119 119 119 118 ePA

engine Size change -140 -145 -156 -149 -45 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 3,207 3,534 3,850 3,850 4,381 Sum

A list of abbreviations and acronyms appears below as Section 9.
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table 12. 2020 Cost of Advanced diesel technology at baseline road load (euros)

vehicle Class b Class C Class d Class Small n1 large n1 Cost data 
Sourceexemplar vehicle toyota Yaris ford focus toyota Camry transit Connect ford transit

CoSt of teChS InCluded In rICArdo bASelIne (but whICh Are not In AverAge eu bASelIne)

M5 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

M6 to A6 0 388 395 391 403 FeV icct

Fixed Valves 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

improved Alternator 54 54 54 54 54 ePA

Start-Stop (12V BAS) 262 279 296 288 305 FeV icct

total ricardo baseline Cost over eu baseline 317 722 745 734 762 Sum

AdvAnCed teChnologY — AutomAtIC (or mAnuAl) trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

VVt (costs included in cPS costs) 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

cPS (aka DVVL) 80 80 80 80 86 FeV icct

charge Air cooling (Air-to-Air, included in turbo costs) 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

turbo (two stage series sequential) 478 490 532 499 561 FeV icct

credit for baseline single stage turbo -191 -196 -213 -200 -224 FeV icct

enhanced egr 72 72 72 72 72 FeV icct

increased injection Pressure 7 7 7 7 9 FeV icct

engine Size change -229 -278 -266 -291 -26 FeV icct

Friction reduction (3.5% Fc reduction) 94 94 94 94 123 ePA

A6 to A8 (if At) 0 35 35 35 35 FeV icct

M5 to M6 (if Mt) 156 0 0 0 0 ePA

internal transmission improvements 151 151 151 151 151 ePA

Shift optimization & early tc Lockup (if At) 0 39 39 39 39 ePA

Advanced Alternator with electric coolant Pump 33 33 33 33 33 ePA

ePS 67 67 67 67 67 ePA

weight change 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

rolling resistance change 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

Start-Stop System Size change -2 -14 -11 -18 -7 FeV icct

DPF Size change -7 -36 -30 -47 -18 icct

Scr Size change -3 -20 -16 -25 -9 icct

total Incremental Cost over ricardo baseline 705 523 573 496 891 Sum

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 1,022 1,244 1,318 1,229 1,654 Sum

AdvAnCed teChnologY — duAl ClutCh AutomAted mAnuAl (or mAnuAl) trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Delete A8 (if At) 0 -35 -35 -35 -35 FeV icct

A6 to 8DDct (if moving from At) 0 -16 -16 -16 -16 ePA

8DDct to 8wDct (if wet clutch) 0 0 0 0 47 ePA

engine Size change -2 -2 3 0 7 FeV icct

weight change 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

rolling resistance change 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

high Pressure injection System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

VVtL System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

Dual Loop egr System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

Start-Stop System Size change 0 -1 1 0 2 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change -1 -1 1 0 2 FeV icct

DPF Size change -1 -1 2 0 5 icct

Scr Size change -1 -1 1 0 2 icct

total Incremental Cost over ricardo baseline 701 466 529 445 904 Sum

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 1,017 1,188 1,275 1,178 1,666 Sum

A list of abbreviations and acronyms appears below as Section 9.
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table 13. 2020 Cost of Advanced diesel technology at 15/10/10 road load (euros)

vehicle Class b Class C Class d Class Small n1 large n1
Cost data 

Sourceexemplar vehicle toyota 
Yaris

ford 
focus

toyota 
Camry

transit 
Connect

ford 
transit

AdvAnCed teChnologY — AutomAtIC (or mAnuAl) trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Baseline road Load System cost 1,022 1,244 1,318 1,229 1,654 rL0

weight change 178 203 276 269 337 ePA

rolling resistance change 4 5 4 4 4 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 30 30 30 30 30 ePA

DPF Size change -15 -18 -25 -12 -29 icct

Scr Size change -8 -10 -13 -7 -16 icct

engine Size change -22 -27 -36 -18 -43 FeV icct

high Pressure injection System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

VVtL System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

Dual Loop egr System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

Start-Stop System Size change -6 -7 -10 -5 -11 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change -7 -9 -12 -6 -15 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 1,176 1,411 1,531 1,485 1,911 Sum

AdvAnCed teChnologY — duAl ClutCh AutomAted mAnuAl (or mAnuAl) trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Baseline road Load System cost 1,017 1,188 1,275 1,178 1,666 rL0

weight change 178 203 276 269 337 ePA

rolling resistance change 4 5 4 4 4 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 30 30 30 30 30 ePA

DPF Size change -15 -17 -25 -13 -29 icct

Scr Size change -8 -9 -13 -7 -16 icct

engine Size change -22 -25 -36 -20 -43 FeV icct

high Pressure injection System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

VVtL System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

Dual Loop egr System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

Start-Stop System Size change -6 -6 -10 -5 -11 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change -8 -8 -12 -7 -15 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 1,171 1,359 1,488 1,429 1,924 Sum

A list of abbreviations and acronyms appears below as Section 9.

in a fashion analogous to that for non-hybrid technology, FeV 
estimated P2 hybrid technology costs for six engine configu-
rations; ranging from small i3 to large V8 engines. “First cut” 
costs for the P2 systems associated with the ricardo icct 
co2 data are estimated using the cost data for the FeV P2 
system that is closest in size to the ricardo-assumed system. 
these first cut costs are then “fine tuned” on the basis of the 
motor and battery sizes assumed in the ricardo icct cost 
data. to develop the algorithms associated with this “fine 
tuning” exercise, the FeV icct cost data for motor size/cost 
and battery size/cost across the six P2 systems that were 
costed were regressed to develop cost versus size relation-

ships. these relationships are then used to estimate the final 
P2 package costs for the specific motor and battery sizes 
assumed in the ricardo icct cost data. while FeV icct cost 
data are unadjusted for all system components other than 
the motor and battery subsystems, it should be recognized 
that such unadjusted components only account for about 20 
percent of total P2 system costs.22 

22 it should be recognized that the motor and battery subsystems used as 
the basis for P2 cost scaling include more than simply the motor/genera-
tor and battery. System costs also include associated clutches, lubrication 
system components, pumps, power electronics, control units, sensors, 
switches, relays, wiring, cooling systems, casing, connectors, etc.
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table 14. 2020 Cost of Advanced diesel technology at 30/20/20 road load (euros)

vehicle Class b Class C Class d Class Small n1 large n1
Cost data 

Sourceexemplar vehicle toyota 
Yaris

ford 
focus

toyota 
Camry

transit 
Connect

ford 
transit

AdvAnCed teChnologY — AutomAtIC (or mAnuAl) trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Baseline road Load System cost 1,022 1,244 1,318 1,229 1,654 rL0

weight change 769 810 1,101 1,074 1,342 ePA

rolling resistance change 42 42 40 43 40 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 118 119 119 119 118 ePA

DPF Size change -31 -35 -50 -34 -58 icct

Scr Size change -17 -19 -27 -18 -31 icct

engine Size change -45 -51 -73 -50 -85 FeV icct

high Pressure injection System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

VVtL System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

Dual Loop egr System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

Start-Stop System Size change -12 -13 -19 -13 -22 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change -16 -18 -25 -17 -29 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 1,831 2,079 2,385 2,333 2,926 Sum

AdvAnCed teChnologY — duAl ClutCh AutomAted mAnuAl (or mAnuAl) trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Baseline road Load System cost 1,017 1,188 1,275 1,178 1,666 rL0

weight change 769 810 1,101 1,074 1,342 ePA

rolling resistance change 42 42 40 43 40 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 118 119 119 119 118 ePA

DPF Size change -31 -34 -51 -34 -61 icct

Scr Size change -17 -18 -28 -18 -33 icct

engine Size change -46 -49 -75 -50 -89 FeV icct

high Pressure injection System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

VVtL System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

Dual Loop egr System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

Start-Stop System Size change -12 -13 -20 -13 -23 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change -16 -17 -26 -17 -30 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 1,825 2,028 2,334 2,282 2,930 Sum

A list of abbreviations and acronyms appears below as Section 9.

Nevertheless, the “fine tuned” costs are considered to be 
quite accurate given that the size versus cost correlations 
of the six P2 systems available in the FeV icct cost data 
exceed 99 percent.

For P2 technology under the alternative road load sce-
narios, motor size is assumed to scale with vehicle test 
weight change. Battery size is estimated from a regres-
sion analysis of the motor and battery sizes across the six 
P2 systems included in the FeV icct cost data. total P2 
system costs are then calculated in the same fashion as 
described for the baseline road load scenario.

For technologies that are costed on the basis of ePA cost 
data, the appropriate technology “size” is selected from 
the available ePA data. generally, the ePA cost data are re-
solved to the level of cylinder count and engine configura-
tion, making it relatively straightforward to select the appro-
priate technology cost estimate. it is important to recognize 
that it is the future engine configuration, as opposed to the 
baseline engine configuration, that is the appropriate basis 
for selecting costs. For example, the cam phasing system 
for a downsized four cylinder future  engine will be cheaper 
than the same system that would have been required on an 
associated six cylinder baseline engine.
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table 15. 2020 Cost of p2 diesel hev technology at baseline road load (euros)

vehicle Class b Class C Class d Class Small n1 large n1
Cost data 

Sourceexemplar vehicle toyota 
Yaris

ford 
focus

toyota 
Camry

transit 
Connect

ford 
transit

AdvAnCed teChnologY — duAl ClutCh AutomAted mAnuAl trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Net Petrol P2 heV System costs at Baseline 
road Load 2,578 2,783 2,910 2,842 2,995 Petrol P2

Advanced Diesel costs at Baseline road Load 1,017 1,188 1,275 1,178 1,666 AdvDie

Undo gasoline engine Size change cost -72 -74 -74 -65 -48 FeV icct

implement Diesel engine Size change cost 56 34 28 19 26 FeV icct

high Pressure injection System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

VVtL System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

Dual Loop egr System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

Start-Stop Baseline System credit -260 -265 -286 -270 -300 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change -2 -9 -11 -14 -12 FeV icct

improved Baseline Alternator credit -54 -54 -54 -54 -54 ePA

M5 to M6 credit -156 0 0 0 0 ePA

M6 to A6 credit 0 -388 -395 -391 -403 FeV icct

VVt credit 0 -28 0 0 -28 ePA

cPS (aka DVVt) credit -88 -88 -88 -88 -88 ePA

Friction reduction credit -94 -94 -94 -94 -123 ePA

A6 to 6DDct credit 0 0 0 0 0 ePA

A8 to 8DDct credit 0 16 16 16 16 ePA

8DDct to 8wDct credit (if wet clutch) 0 0 0 0 -47 ePA

internal transmission improvement credit -151 -151 -151 -151 -151 ePA

Shift optimization credit 0 -39 -39 -39 -39 ePA

Advanced Alternator credit -33 -33 -33 -33 -33 ePA

ePS credit -67 -67 -67 -67 -67 ePA

DPF Size change -4 -19 -23 -29 -24 icct

Scr Size change -2 -10 -12 -15 -13 icct

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 2,669 2,703 2,903 2,747 3,274 Sum

credits for non-sized based changes correct for the inclusion of the indicated technologies in both P2 and non-P2 system costs. 
A list of abbreviations and acronyms appears below as Section 9.

road load technology (i.e., mass, rolling resistance, and 
aerodynamic drag) generally scale with the degree of 
change implemented, on both a total and per-unit cost 
basis. For example, the per-kilogram cost of mass reduc-
tion is higher for a 20 percent reduction than a 10 percent 
reduction. in other words, scaling algorithms are inher-
ently nonlinear, with the rate of change in per-unit costs 
increasing with increasing changes in road load technol-
ogy. For these parameters, cost scaling is inherently al-
gorithmic and thus costs can be adapted to a particular 

technology package simply on the basis of the magnitude 
of change in each road load parameter (if any).23

23 it should be noted that there is ongoing work related to the cost of 
changes in vehicle mass – work that is not yet available for use in this 
study. the influence of mass reduction technology on the developed 
cost curves will be revisited once these data are available.
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table 16. 2020 Cost of p2 diesel hev technology at 15/10/10 road load (euros)

vehicle Class b Class C Class d Class Small n1 large n1
Cost data 

Sourceexemplar vehicle toyota 
Yaris

ford 
focus

toyota 
Camry

transit 
Connect

ford 
transit

AdvAnCed teChnologY -- duAl ClutCh AutomAted mAnuAl trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Baseline road Load System cost 2,669 2,703 2,903 2,747 3,274 rL0

weight change 196 225 298 292 366 ePA

weight change impact in Motor/Battery Size -62 -78 -89 -85 -91 FeV icct

rolling resistance change 4 5 4 4 4 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 30 30 30 30 30 ePA

DPF Size change -16 -16 -23 -7 -29 icct

Scr Size change -9 -9 -12 -4 -15 icct

engine Size change -6 -5 -8 -2 -10 FeV icct

high Pressure injection System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

VVtL System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

Dual Loop egr System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change -8 -8 -11 -3 -14 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 2,799 2,845 3,093 2,971 3,514 Sum

A list of abbreviations and acronyms appears below as Section 9.

table 17. 2020 Cost of p2 diesel hev technology at 30/20/20 road load (euros)

vehicle Class b Class C Class d Class Small n1 large n1
Cost data 

Sourceexemplar vehicle toyota 
Yaris

ford 
focus

toyota 
Camry

transit 
Connect

ford 
transit

AdvAnCed teChnologY — duAl ClutCh AutomAted mAnuAl trAnSmISSIon ConfIgurAtIon

Baseline road Load System cost 2,669 2,703 2,903 2,747 3,274 rL0

weight change 733 899 1,117 1,172 1,463 ePA

weight change impact in Motor/Battery Size -123 -163 -179 -177 -190 FeV icct

rolling resistance change 42 42 40 43 40 ePA

Aerodynamic Drag change 118 119 119 119 118 ePA

DPF Size change -30 -31 -44 -25 -56 icct

Scr Size change -16 -17 -23 -13 -30 icct

engine Size change -10 -11 -15 -8 -19 FeV icct

high Pressure injection System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

VVtL System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

Dual Loop egr System Size change 0 0 0 0 0 FeV icct

turbocharger System Size change -15 -16 -22 -12 -28 FeV icct

total Incremental Cost over eu baseline 3,367 3,525 3,896 3,844 4,573 Sum

A list of abbreviations and acronyms appears below as Section 9.

Finally, although not explicitly included in the ricardo 
icct co2 data, co2 estimates have been developed for 
P2 diesel electric hybrid vehicles. Section 4 provides a 
description of the methodology used to develop such 
co2 estimates. the cost estimation process for P2 diesel 
electric hybrid vehicles is consistent with the cost estima-

tion approach for P2 petrol electric hybrid vehicles. Since 
petrol and diesel vehicles, as represented in the ricardo 
icct co2 data, have identical weight and road load con-
figurations, incremental P2 system costs should also be 
the same (since the electric hybrid componentry required 
to achieve the same level of performance will be identi-
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cal in both scope and size). the degree of diesel engine 
downsizing allowed by electric hybridization is estimated 
from the engine displacement change observed in the 
ricardo icct co2 data for a non-hybrid advanced pet-
rol engine versus a hybridized version of the same en-
gine. Specifically, the StDi with cooled egr technology 
package is used for this calculation as it reflects a petrol 
liter-equivalent fuel consumption rate over the NeDc that 
is similar to the advanced diesel technology package.24  
Various credits, as delineated in table 15, are implemented 
to account for technologies that are included in both the 
P2 and non-hybridized system costs.

4. p2 diesel electric hybrid Co2 estimates

while the ricardo icct co2 data include explicit estimates 
for petrol electric hybrid technology, no counterpart is pro-
vided for diesel vehicles. to include diesel electric hybrid 
technology in the developed cost curves, co2 estimates 
for such technology were developed from surrogate data 
included in the ricardo icct co2 data. initially, a rather de-
tailed study of P2 hybridization impacts with regard to the 
distribution of petrol co2 benefits between braking energy 
recovery and “load leveling” effects was investigated as 
the most appropriate mechanism for integrating advanced 
diesel and P2 electric hybrid technology.25  however, dur-
ing this investigative work, it became clear that: (1) braking 
energy recovery is responsible for the bulk (70-80 percent 
depending on vehicle size) of hybridization benefits for 
high efficiency advanced technology engines, and (2) the 
petrol liter-equivalent fuel consumption of advanced diesel 
and non-hybridized petrol technology is quite similar.

Since braking energy over the NeDc is defined by the cy-
cle and is essentially invariant across vehicles of the same 
road load characteristics (as is the case for the petrol and 
diesel vehicles in each vehicle class), the energy recov-
ery benefits of hybridization will be the same for petrol 
and diesel vehicles of equivalent road load. thus, 70-80 
percent of petrol hybridization benefits should transfer 
directly to diesel vehicles. Moreover, since petrol liter-
equivalent fuel consumption of petrol and diesel vehicles 
is similar for a given class, the potential “load leveling” 
benefits of advanced diesel hybridization over a given 
driving cycle (specifically, the NeDc) should also be sub-
stantially similar to those of an advanced petrol vehicle. 
this does not imply that the specific energy loss mecha-

24 the observed differences range from -4.9 percent (petrol “petrol liter-
equivalent” fuel consumption is lower than diesel) to +2.8 percent (diesel 
“petrol liter-equivalent” fuel consumption is lower than petrol). Specific 
differences across vehicle classes are: -4.9, -2.2, -0.7, +0.5, + 1.8, and +2.8 
percent, such that available data are balanced equally on either side of 
zero (i.e., no “petrol liter energy equivalent” fuel consumption difference).

25 this study utilized the same detailed energy loss data cited above in 
footnote 9.

nisms of petrol and diesel are identical, but rather that the 
opportunity to offset the inherent losses of each is similar 
when both are evaluated over the NeDc (or any other 
driving cycle). in short, the relative benefits of hybridiza-
tion for advanced petrol and diesel vehicles (as repre-
sented in the ricardo icct co2 data) should be similar.

on this basis, the fuel consumption (and thus co2) ratio of 
a P2 hybridized advanced diesel engine to its non-hybrid-
ized counterpart should be equivalent to the correspond-
ing ratio for an advanced petrol vehicle. For cost curve 
development, this ratio is calculated by comparing the 
co2 emissions for a hybridized StDi petrol vehicle with 
cooled egr to the co2 emissions for a non-hybridized 
StDi petrol vehicle with cooled egr (with both co2 esti-
mates taken from the ricardo icct co2 data). this ratio 
is then applied to the advanced diesel co2 estimate from 
the ricardo icct co2 data to derive an equivalent co2 
estimate for a P2 hybridized advanced diesel vehicle. this 
exercise is performed individually for each vehicle class.

it is important to note that while co2 and cost estimates 
were developed for P2 hybridized advanced diesel en-
gines, the resulting cost curve data points were substan-
tially less cost effective than the road load technology 
packages applied to the non-hybridized advanced diesel 
vehicles. As a result, none of the P2 hybridized advanced 
diesel technology packages were included in the regres-
sion analysis used to construct the presented cost curves 
(as described in Section 5 below). thus, while the devel-
opment of the hybridized advanced diesel technology 
packages was informative, the estimates were ultimately 
of no influence on the derived cost curves.

5.  Cost Curve data points for 2020, 2025, and 
2015

Using the methodology described above, cost curve data 
points were developed for 2020 and 2025, as explicit 
cost data are included for both years in the various data 
sources utilized. As indicated in Section 1 above, the ba-
sic cost data represent current high volume production 
costs developed specifically for the eU market. the cost 
data studies also estimate the year is which high volume 
production is achievable and apply technology-specific 
learning factors to adjust current cost estimates to future 
year costs (in this case 2020 and 2025).26  while the cited 
cost references should be consulted for a detailed de-
scription of the learning data assumed for each technol-
ogy, the following learning factors (that specifically apply 
to petrol direct injection and turbocharging technology) 

26 the icct cost data are an exception, in that only current cost estimates 
are included. See footnote 8 for an explanation of how future year costs 
were estimated for these data.
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illustrate how such factors influence 2020 and 2025 di-
rect manufacturer cost estimates:

example 2012 Learning Factor:  1.00

example 2020 Learning Factor:  0.82

example 2025 Learning Factor:  0.74

in this example, high volume production is estimated to 
feasible in 2012, and direct costs to the manufacturer in 
2020 and 2025 are estimated to be 82 and 74 percent 
of current high volume production costs respectively. Al-
though learning is applied to cost estimates, co2 data are 
applied without change to both 2020 and 2025 (i.e., the 
co2 reduction effectiveness of the underlying technologies 
is assumed to be unchanged over the five year timeframe).

the resulting data points for 2020 and 2025 are plotted 
and those data points that define the most cost effective 
co2 reductions (i.e., those data points on the “efficient 
frontier”) are subjected to co2 independent/cost depen-
dent regression analysis to define a best fit exponential 
curve. these curves, developed independently for petrol 
and diesel vehicles, constitute the cost curves for 2020 
and 2025. the preceding sections of this paper describe 
the approach used to generate the fundamental data 
points that underlie these cost curves. Section 6 below 
describes one final adjustment that is implemented prior 
to the finalization of these curves for use in the eU.

For illustrative purposes, it was also desirable to gener-
ate equivalent cost curves for 2015. conceptually, this is 
a more complex undertaking since there are both cost 
effects related to learning (and production volume) and 
technology effects related to maturity and marketability. 
however, since detailed analysis had already been con-
ducted by the U.S. ePA that considered both cost and 
technology effects, an evaluation of the U.S. data allowed 
for a simplified approach to isolating the relationship be-
tween the 2015 and 2020 technology supply and cost 
curves.27  the U.S. data were subjected to co2 indepen-

27 the U.S. data are summarized in a November 10, 2011 U.S. ePA memoran-
dum from todd Sherwood to Air Docket ePA-hQ-oAr-2010-0799 with 
the subject line “oMegA Master-sets and ranked-sets of Packages.”  the 
“target” docket is the depository for materials related to the U.S. 2017-2025 
light duty vehicle co2 rulemaking, and the cost and impact data are directly 
related to the ePA/NhtSA technical report cited above as a cost estimate 
reference for the eU cost curve work. the docket and the referenced mem-
orandum (which has a “posted date” of December 1, 2011) can be accessed 
at www.regulations.gov/#!docketDetail;D=ePA-hQ-oAr-2010-0799.

 it should be noted that the ePA data are for model years 2016, 2021, and 
2025. the 2016 and 2021 data are utilized for the eU analysis to develop 
a five year cost curve impact, which is then applied to the 2020 eU cost 
curve to derive a 2015 equivalent. Although both intervals reflect a five year 
period, there is a one year shift in the explicit applicability of the relation-
ship. the shift is viewed as insignificant since the curve data are used only 
in a relative sense for an identical five year interval and since, while 2016 
costs can be expected to be modestly lower than 2015 costs, so too can 
2021 costs as compared to 2020 – so that the relative five year relationship 
should generally be immune from significant change in the absence of an 
expected “step change” effect between either 2015 and 2016 or 2020 and 
2021 (and no such “step change” is evident in either the U.S. or eU data).

dent/cost dependent regression analysis to define cost 
curves for both 2015 and 2020. the ratio between the re-
sulting curves was subsequently regressed (co2 indepen-
dent/ratio dependent) to define the relationship between 
2015 and 2020 costs. this relationship was then applied 
to the 2020 eU cost curves to derive equivalent 2015 cost 
curves. the specific derived relationship is:

2015/2020 cost ratio = [-0.3 × (Percent co2 reduction)0.5] + 1.61

So, a 10 percent co2 reduction is estimated to cost 52 
percent more in 2015 than in 2020, while a 50 percent 
co2 reduction is estimated to cost 40 percent more in 
2015 than 2020.

6.  Adjustments to the Cost Curve data to bet-
ter represent the baseline eu fleet

Since the ricardo icct co2 data reflect estimates for only 
a single representative vehicle within each class, there are 
often differences between the characteristics of the sub-
ject vehicle and eU fleet average characteristics for the 
class. tables 18 through 22 provide a comparison of such 
characteristics. to better reflect the characteristics of the 
eU fleet, the cost curve data points developed accord-
ing to the methods described in the previous sections are 
normalized to the current eU class average co2 levels, 
which results in an inherent correction for differences in 
ricardo and eU-average vehicle characteristics such as 
vehicle mass, engine power output, etc. in effect, the co2 
data are treated in percent reduction terms, with a zero 
percent reduction corresponding to the current class av-
erage co2 value. each co2 data point in the ricardo icct 
co2 dataset is expressed in terms of percent reduction 
relative to the ricardo icct co2 baseline and this percent 
reduction is then applied to the current eU class average 
co2 value to determine the corresponding eU class aver-
age co2 reduction data point. cost estimates are carried 
through this normalization process without change. 

www.regulations.gov/#!docketDetail;D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2010-0799
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table 18. b Class vehicle Characteristics (1)

parameter
petrol diesel

ricardo eu-27 (in 2010) ricardo eu-27 (in 2010)

vehICle mAKe/model toYotA YArIS n/A toYotA YArIS n/A

engine Size 1.5 liter i4 1.3 liter i4 1.2 liter i4 1.5 liter i4

engine Power (kw) 82 63 59 61

engine type PFi PFi (2) n/a n/a

test weight (kg, 3) 1,191 1,090 1,191 1,160

transmission type A6 Mt (4) A6 Mt (4)

0-100 km/hr (seconds) 9.9 13.2 12.2 13.3

NeDc co2 (g/km) 128 136 108 113

other considerations includes idle-off, 
euro 5 emissions

No idle-off, 
euro 4 emissions (5)

includes idle-off, 
euro 5 emissions

No idle-off, 
euro 4 emissions (5)

Notes: (1) B class market share is approximately 29 percent, 38 percent of which is diesel powered.
 (2) Direct injection market share is approximately 2 percent.
 (3) Vehicle weight in running order (weight of empty vehicle plus 75 kg).
 (4) Manual transmission market share is approximately 94 percent (86 percent M5, 8 percent M6).
 (5) euro 4 market share is approximately 60 percent.

table 19. C Class vehicle Characteristics (1)

parameter
petrol diesel

ricardo eu-27 (in 2010) ricardo eu-27 (in 2010)

vehICle mAKe/model ford foCuS n/A ford foCuS n/A

engine Size 1.6 liter i4 1.6 liter i4 1.6 liter i4 1.7 liter i4

engine Power (kw) 88 86 97 83

engine type PFi PFi (2) n/a n/a

test weight (kg, 3) 1,318 1,270 1,318 1,360

transmission type M6 Mt (4) M6 Mt (4)

0-100 km/hr (seconds) 9.1 11.3 11.6

NeDc co2 (g/km) 139 156 122 131

other considerations includes idle-off, 
euro 5 emissions

No idle-off, 
euro 4 emissions (5)

includes idle-off, 
euro 5 emissions

No idle-off, 
euro 4 emissions (5)

Notes: (1) c class market share is approximately 32 percent, 38 percent of which is diesel powered.
 (2) Direct injection market share is approximately 19 percent.
 (3) Vehicle weight in running order (weight of empty vehicle plus 75 kg).
 (4) Manual transmission market share is approximately 91 percent (49 percent M5, 42 percent M6).
 (5) euro 4 market share is approximately 60 percent.
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table 20. d Class vehicle Characteristics (1)

parameter
petrol diesel

ricardo eu-27 (in 2010) ricardo eu-27 (in 2010)

vehICle mAKe/model CAmrY/AvenSIS n/A CAmrY/AvenSIS n/A

engine Size 2.4 liter i4 2.0 liter i4 2.0 liter i4 2.0 liter i4

engine Power (kw) 118 127 122 109

engine type PFi PFi (2) n/a n/a

test weight (kg, 3) 1,644 1,440 1,644 1,500

transmission type A6 Mt (4) A6 Mt (4)

0-100 km/hr (seconds) 8.3 9.3 7.6 9.9

NeDc co2 (g/km) 166 177 133 148

other considerations includes idle-off, 
euro 5 emissions

No idle-off, 
euro 4 emissions (5)

includes idle-off, 
euro 5 emissions

No idle-off, 
euro 4 emissions (5)

Notes: (1) D class market share is approximately 11 percent, 80 percent of which is diesel powered.
 (2) Direct injection market share is approximately 37 percent.
 (3) Vehicle weight in running order (weight of empty vehicle plus 75 kg).
 (4) Manual transmission market share is approximately 81 percent (13 percent M5, 68 percent M6).
 (5) euro 4 market share is approximately 95 percent.

table 21. Small n1 Class vehicle Characteristics (1)

parameter
petrol diesel

ricardo eu-27 (in 2010) ricardo eu-27 (in 2010)

vehICle mAKe/model trAnSIt ConneCt n/A trAnSIt ConneCt n/A

engine Size 2.0 liter i4 1.4 liter i4 1.8 liter i4 1.5 liter i4

engine Power (kw) 101 59 66 62

engine type PFi PFi n/a n/a

test weight (kg, 2) 1,644 1,210 1,644 1,380

transmission type A6 Mt A6 Mt

0-100 km/hr (seconds) 10.2 --- 13.7 ---

NeDc co2 (g/km) 182 161 146 143

other considerations includes idle-off, 
euro 5 emissions

No idle-off, 
euro 4 emissions (3)

includes idle-off, 
euro 5 emissions

No idle-off, 
euro 4 emissions (3)

Notes: (1)  the small N1 class is assumed to consist of N1-i and N1-ii category vehicles, 94 percent of which are diesel powered.
 (2) Vehicle weight in running order (weight of empty vehicle plus 75 kg).
 (3) euro 4 market share is greater than 90 percent.
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table 22. large n1 Class vehicle Characteristics (1)

parameter
petrol diesel

ricardo eu-27 (in 2010) ricardo eu-27 (in 2010)

vehICle mAKe/model ford trAnSIt n/A ford trAnSIt n/A

engine Size 3.8 liter V6 n/a 2.2 liter i4 2.2 liter i4

engine Power (kw) 154 n/a 103 93

engine type PFi n/a n/a n/a

test weight (kg, 2) 2,041 n/a 2,041 2,030

transmission type A6 n/a A6 Mt

0-100 km/hr (seconds) 8.6 n/a 10.3 ---

NeDc co2 (g/km) 230 n/a 166 227

other considerations includes idle-off, 
euro 5 emissions n/a includes idle-off, 

euro 5 emissions
No idle-off, 

euro 4 emissions (3)

Notes: (1) the large N1 class is assumed to consist of N1-iii category vehicles, 99 percent of which are diesel powered.
 (2) Vehicle weight in running order (weight of empty vehicle plus 75 kg).
 (3) euro 4 market share is greater than 90 percent.

7. derived Cost Curves

Based on the approach described in the preceding sec-
tions, eU-specific cost curves were developed for petrol 
and diesel vehicles in the B, c, D, small N1, and large N1 
vehicle classes. Figures 1 through 10 depict the developed 
class-specific cost curves for 2015, 2020, and 2025. the 
reader is referred to the discussion in the preceding sec-
tions for a detailed explanation of how these curves were 
developed, but in summary, a series of cost curve data 
points were developed on the basis of co2 simulation 
modeling and associated cost estimates. Data for tech-
nology packages utilizing automatic transmission tech-
nology were excluded as unrealistic for the eU market. 
Lean burn petrol technology was also excluded due to 
uncertainty with regard to potential future Nox control 
requirements (and, more precisely, the associated uncer-
tainty on technology cost). Finally, only the most cost 
effective hybrid electric vehicle technology was carried 
forward through the cost curve development process.28

the resulting data points were plotted and those data 
points that define the most cost effective co2 reductions 

28 Neither plug-in hybrid (PheV) nor electric-only (eV) technology is 
considered in this analysis, as neither technology is required to achieve 
the level of evaluated co2 reduction. that is not to say that vehicle 
manufacturers will not introduce such technology over the evaluated 
time period, simply that such introduction is not required to meet the 
co2 levels expected in that period. Manufacturers will almost certainly 
continue to introduce and refine both PheV and eV technologies over 
the near term to spur continued technology development and garner 
valuable marketing experience should such technology ultimately be 
required for compliance with future, as yet unforeseen, emission stan-
dards. Moreover, both the U.S. and the eU offer regulatory incentives 
(in the form of co2 reduction credits that exceed to actual co2 perfor-
mance) that will reward manufacturers for the introduction of PheV 
and eV technology.

(i.e., those data points that define the lowest cost for a 
given co2 reduction) are subjected to co2 independent/
cost dependent regression analysis to define a best fit 
exponential curve. these curves constitute the depicted 
cost curves in the figures that follow.

each depicted cost curve is inherently associated with 
a given year because both the cost and co2 reduction 
potential of a given technology can vary over time. costs 
are generally a function of production volume, learning, 
and evolution of scientific knowledge and these influ-
ences vary over time. time also plays a role in deter-
mining when a particular technology is market ready. 
For example, the cost curve for 2015 may exclude some 
technologies that underlie the cost curve for 2020 due 
to the fact that the 2020 technology is not considered to 
be market ready in 2015.

Figures 1 through 10 include cost curves for 2015, 2020, 
and 2025 – but the depicted data points apply specifically 
to 2020. Data points for the other years are purposefully 
omitted to enhance readability (but the depicted curves 
are, of course, based on the specific data points – depict-
ed or otherwise – corresponding to the designated year).

Figures 11 through 14 summarize the class-specific 
cost curves for 2020 and 2025, as well as depict fleet-
weighted average cost curves for those same years. the 
fleet-weighted average curves are based on current fuel-
specific (i.e., petrol and diesel) and class-specific (i.e., B 
class, c class, etc.) market shares, so that the derived 
fleet average curves are not optimized to reflect the 
potential cost reduction impacts of either class or fuel 
shifting approaches to compliance. A subsequent paper 
in this series will evaluate the potential effects of shifts 
in market shares.
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Figures 11 and 12 respectively depict the 2020 and 2025 
cost curves for passenger vehicles. these curves are con-
structed relative to a 130 g/km co2 baseline, represen-
tative of the 2015 eU co2 target for passenger vehicles. 
Figures 13 and 14 depict corresponding cost curves for N1 
vehicles, based on a 175 g/km co2 baseline representative 
of the 2017 eU co2 target for light commercial vehicles.

Figures 15 through 18 present the fleet average cost 
curves in isolation. Figure 15 depicts the 2020 and 2025 
passenger vehicle curves relative to a 2010 co2 baseline, 
while Figure 16 depicts the corresponding curves relative 
to the 2015 eU co2 target for passenger vehicles. Figure 
17 depicts the 2020 and 2025 N1 fleet average cost curves 
relative to a 2010 co2 baseline, while Figure 18 depicts the 
corresponding curves relative to the 2017 eU co2 target 
for light commercial vehicles.

Finally, Figures 19 through 24 show the relationship be-
tween the generated cost curves and some of the cur-
rent vehicles being marketed in the eU. in reviewing these 
figures, it should be recognized that due to the difficulty 
of isolating the price impacts of co2 changes from other 
vehicle pricing influences, as well as isolating the manu-
facturer-specific component of any such price changes, 
only the co2 differentials of current eU market vehicles 
are presented.

As shown in Figure 19, the 2012 Ford Focus ecoBoost 
emits approximately 31 percent less co2 emissions than 
its 2010 predecessor. the key technology changes con-
tributing to this reduction include gasoline direct injec-
tion in combination with turbocharging and downsizing. 
engine displacement is reduced from 1.6 to 1.0 liters, 
allowing for a drop in cylinder count (from 4 cylinders 
to 3), while peak engine power is unchanged. the 2012 
model also uses start-stop technology. As depicted, 
the observed transition from the 2010 Ford Focus to 
the 2012 ecoBoost model corresponds closely with the 
downsized gasoline direct injection technology package 
on the c class petrol cost curve given that the cost curve 
package reduces engine displacement more aggressive-
ly (to 0.8 liters) and also makes use of a more efficient 
transmission (8Dct), which increase co2 reductions to 
about 40 percent.

Figure 20 shows the co2 reductions observed for the 
Audi A3 between 2010 and 2012. Similar to the Ford Fo-
cus, both start-stop and gasoline direct injection with 
turbocharging and downsizing technology has been im-
plemented. the degree of A3 downsizing is reduced as 
compared to the Focus – with the A3 displacement de-
clining from 1.6 to 1.2 liters, while the Focus declined from 
1.6 to 1.0 liters. however, the 2012 Audi A3 makes use of 
a 7-speed Dct and thereby achieves a co2 reduction (29 
percent) similar to that of the Focus (31 percent).

Figure 21 depicts the co2 emissions for the 2012 toyota 
Prius hybrid technology vehicle relative to the c class 
petrol cost curve. As indicated, the vehicle reaches 89 
g/km co2 (on the NeDc) despite its significant weight. 
however, since there is no non-hybrid version of the Prius 
to serve as a baseline, the depicted co2 reduction is cal-
culated from the fleet average c class baseline. According 
to the ricardo vehicle simulations, Prius-type technology 
would be expected to generate co2 reductions on the or-
der of 50 percent relative to a 2010 baseline vehicle. this 
is supported by available B class data, where the 2012 
toyota Yaris hybrid emits 79 g/km co2, a 52 percent re-
duction relative to the 2010 non-hybrid Yaris.

on the diesel side, making use of start-stop technology 
as in the 2012 Audi A3 allows for a 14 percent reduc-
tion compared to the 2010 A3 without start-stop (as de-
picted in Figure 22). this corresponds very well with the 
corresponding technology package on the diesel c class 
cost curve. reducing road load to a limited extent, as 
with the 2012 Ford Fiesta econetic, allows for additional 
co2 reduction (on the order of 19 percent), as depicted 
in Figure 23.

the Peugeot 3008 is one of the few diesel hybrid exam-
ples available on the market today. compared to the 2010 
non-hybrid 3008, hybridization leads to a 43 percent re-
duction in co2, despite the greater weight of the hybrid 
vehicle (as depicted in 24). this reduction corresponds 
closely to the base diesel hybrid technology package 
used in the development of the c class diesel cost curve.

these comparisons serve to illustrate two important 
points. First, there are some vehicles marketed today that 
already meet the standards envisioned for 2020. Second, 
the emission reductions observed for various technolo-
gies match those estimated for, and used in, the devel-
opment of the presented cost curves quite closely. this 
serves as important real world validation of the cost curve 
development process.
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 CO2 reduction relative to 2010 baseline 

 

B-segment PETROL 

80 g/km
(3.3 l/100km)  

70 g/km
(2.9 l/100km)  

corresponding 
fleet targets 

2015 

2020 
2025 

95 g/km
(3.9 l/100km) Baseline, 1.3l, M5, 136 g/km, 5.6 l 

SS, 1.3l, M5, 118 g/km, 4.8 l 

SS+SGTDI, 0.6l, M6, 96 g/km, 3.9 l SS+CEGR, 0.6l, M6, 92 g/km, 3.8 l 

SS+SGTDI, 0.6l, M6, -27% mass, -20% RL, 74 g/km, 3.0 l  

P2 AtkCPS, 1.6l, 6DCT, 88 g/km, 3.6 l 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.1l, 6DDCT, -27% mass,
-20% RL, 69 g/km, 2.8 l 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.3l, 6DDCT, -13% mass, 
-10% RL, 78 g/km, 3.2 l  

SS+CEGR, 0.6l, M6, -27% mass, 
-20% RL, 71 g/km, 2.9 l 

SS+CEGR, 0.6l, M6, -13% mass, -10% RL, 81 g/km, 3.3 l 

figure 1. B class cost curve for Petrol Vehicles
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 CO2 reduction relative to 2010 baseline 

B-segment DIESEL

80 g/km
(3.3 l/100km)  

70 g/km
(2.9 l/100km)  

95 g/km
(3.9 l/100km) 

SS+AdvDie P2, 1.1l, 6DCT, -27% mass, 
-20% RL, 63 g/km, 2.4 l  

2020 
2025 

Baseline, 1.5l, M5, 113 g/km, 4.3 l 
SS, 1.5l, M5, 96 g/km, 3.6 l 

SS+AdvDie, 1.3l, M6, -13% mass, -10% RL, 74 g/km, 2.8 l  
SS+AdvDie, 1.4l, M6, 84 g/km, 3.2 l 

SS+AdvDie P2, 1.5l, 6DCT, 82 g/km, 3.1 l  
SS+AdvDie P2, 1.3l, 6DCT, -13% mass, 
-10% RL, 72 g/km, 2.7 l  

2015 

SS+AdvDie, 1.1l, M6, -27% mass, -20% RL, 64 g/km, 2.4 l  

corresponding 
fleet targets 

figure 2. B class cost curve for Diesel Vehicles
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C-segment PETROL 

80 g/km
(3.3 l/100km)  

70 g/km
(2.9 l/100km)  

95 g/km
(3.9 l/100km) 

 

Baseline, 1.6l, M5, 156 g/km, 6.4 l 

SS, 1.6l, M5, 136 g/km, 5.6 l 

SS+SGTDI, 0.8l, 
8DCT, 100 g/km, 4.1 l 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.2l, 8DCT, 
-27% mass, -20% RL, 65 g/km, 2.7 l 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.9l, 
8DCT, 86 g/km, 3.5 l 

2015 

2020 

2025 

SS+CEGR, 0.8l, 8DCT, 96 g/km, 3.9 l 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.6l, 8DCT, -13% mass, 
-10% RL, 74 g/km, 3.0 l  
SS+SGTDI, 0.7l, 8DCT, -27% mass, 
-20% RL, 77 g/km, 3.2 l  

SS+CEGR, 0.7l, 8DCT, -13% mass, -10% RL, 84 g/km, 3.4 l  

corresponding 
fleet targets 

figure 3. c class cost curve for Petrol Vehicles
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C-segment DIESEL

80 g/km
(3.3 l/100km)  

70 g/km
(2.9 l/100km)  

95 g/km
(3.9 l/100km) 

2015 

2020 
2025 

Baseline, 1.7l, M5, 131 g/km, 4.9 l 
SS, 1.7l, M5, 111 g/km, 4.2 l 

SS+AdvDie, 1.3l, 8DCT, 88 g/km, 3.3 l 
SS+AdvDie, 1.2l, 8DCT, -13% mass, -10% RL, 77 g/km, 2.9 l 

SS+AdvDie, 1.0l, 8DCT, -27% mass, -20% RL, 67 g/km, 2.5 l  

SS+AdvDie P2, 1.0l, 8DCT, -27% 
mass, -20% RL, 64 g/km, 2.4 l  

SS+AdvDie P2,
1.2l, 8DCT, -13% mass,
-10% RL, 74 g/km, 2.8 l

SS+AdvDie P2, 1.4l, 
8DCT, 85 g/km, 3.2 l  

corresponding 
fleet targets 

figure 4. c class cost curve for Diesel Vehicles
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D-segment PETROL 

80 g/km
(3.3 l/100km)  

70 g/km
(2.9 l/100km)  

95 g/km
(3.9 l/100km) 

2015 

2020 

2025 

Baseline, 2.0l, M6, 177 g/km, 7.2 l 

SS+SGTDI, 0.9l, 8DCT, 116 g/km, 4.7 l 

SS, 2.0l, M6, 155 g/km, 6.3 l 

SS+SGTDI, 0.7l, 8DCT, -27% mass, 
-20% RL, 87 g/km, 3.6 l 

SS+CEGR, 0.8l, 8DCT, -13% mass, -10% RL, 98 g/km, 4.0 l  

P2 AtkCPS, 2.3l, 8DCT, 94 g/km, 3.9 l 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.8l, 8DCT, -13% mass, -10% RL, 81 g/km, 3.3 l  

P2 AtkCPS, 1.4l, 8DCT, -27% mass, -20% RL, 71 g/km, 2.9 l  

SS+CEGR, 0.9l, 8DCT, 112 g/km, 4.6 l 

-55% -45% -35% -25% -15% -5% 0% 

corresponding 
fleet targets 

figure 5. D class cost curve for Petrol Vehicles
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D-segment DIESEL 

80 g/km
(3.3 l/100km)  

70 g/km
(2.9 l/100km)  

95 g/km
(3.9 l/100km) 

2015 

2020 
2025 

Baseline, 2.0l, M6, 148 g/km, 5.6 l 

SS+AdvDie P2, 1.3l, 8DCT, -27% mass, -20% RL, 76 g/km, 2.9 l  

SS, 2.0l, M6, 126 g/km, 4.7 l 

SS+AdvDie, 1.7l, 
8DCT, 117 g/km, 4.4 l 

SS+AdvDie, 1.3l, 8DCT, -27% mass, -20% RL, 87 g/km, 3.3 l  

SS+AdvDie P2, 1.8l, 8DCT, 102 g/km, 3.8 l  
SS+AdvDie P2, 1.6l, 8DCT, 
-13% mass, -10% RL, 88 g/km, 3.3 l  

SS+AdvDie, 1.5l, 8DCT, 
-13% mass, -10% RL, 102 g/km, 3.8 l  

corresponding 
fleet targets 

figure 6. D class cost curve for Diesel Vehicles
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Small N1-segment Petrol

corresponding 
fleet targets 

147 g/km 
(5.5 l/100km) 

2015 

2020 

2025 

120 g/km 
(4.5 l/100km) 

100 g/km 
(3.8 l/100km) 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.6l, 8DCT, -13% mass, -10% RL, 87 g/km, 3.5 l  

P2 AtkCPS, 1.9l, 8DCT, 100 g/km, 4.1 SS+CEGR, 0.7l, 8DCT, 
-27% mass, -20% RL,  

SS+CEGR, 0.7l, 8DCT, -13% mass, 
-10% RL, 98 g/km, 4.0 l  

SS+SGTDI, 0.8l, 8DCT, -13% mass, -10% RL, 103 g/km, 4.2 l  

SS+SGTDI, 0.8l, 8DCT, 116 g/km, 4.8 l 

SS, 1.6l, M5, 144 g/km, 5.9 l Baseline, 1.6l, M5, 
161 g/km, 6.6 l 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.2l, 8DCT, -27% mass, -20% RL

figure 7. Small N1 class cost curve for Petrol Vehicles
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 CO2 reduction relative to 2010 baseline 

Small N1-segment DIESEL

corresponding 
fleet targets 

147 g/km 
(5.5 l/100km) 

120 g/km 
(4.5 l/100km) 

100 g/km 
(3.8 l/100km) 

2015 

2020 
2025 

SS, 2.0l, M6, 124 g/km, 4.7 l 

SS+AdvDie P2, 1.8l, 8DCT, 107 g/km, 4.0 l  
SS+AdvDie P2, 1.6l, 8DCT, -13% mass, 
-10% RL, 95 g/km, 3.6 l  

SS+AdvDie, 1.3l, 8DCT, -27% mass, -20% RL, 88 g/km, 3.3 l  

Baseline, 2.0l, M6, 
143 g/km, 5.4 l 

SS+AdvDie, 1.5l, 8DCT, -13% mass, -10% RL, 101 g/km, 3.8 l  

SS+AdvDie, 1.7l, 8DCT, 114 g/km, 4.3 l 

SS+AdvDie P2, 1.3l, 8DCT, -27% mass, -20% RL, 82 g/km, 3.1 l  

figure 8. Small N1 class cost curve for Diesel Vehicles
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Large N1-segment PETROL

corresponding 
fleet targets 

147 g/km 
(5.5 l/100km) 

120 g/km 
(4.5 l/100km) 

100 g/km 
(3.8 l/100km) 

2015 

2020 
2025 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.9l, 8DCT, 127 g/km, 5.2 l 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.2l, 8DCT, 
-27% mass, -20% RL

SS, 1.6l, M5, 210 g/km, 8.6 l 
Baseline, 1.6l, M5, 
238 g/km, 9.7 l 

SS+CEGR, 0.7l, 8DCT, -13% mass, 
-10% RL, 130 g/km, 5.3 l  

SS+CEGR, 0.7l, 8DCT, 
-27% mass -20% RL

SS+SGTDI, 0.8l, 8DCT, 155 g/km, 6.3 l 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.6l, 8DCT, -13% mass, -10% RL, 111 g/km, 4.5 l  

SS+SGTDI, 0.8l, 8DCT, -13% mass, -10% RL, 137 g/km, 5.6 l  

figure 9. Large N1 class cost curve for Petrol Vehicles
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 CO2 reduction relative to 2010 baseline 

Large N1-segment DIESEL

corresponding 
fleet targets 

147 g/km 
(5.5 l/100km) 

120 g/km 
(4.5 l/100km) 

100 g/km 
(3.8 l/100km) 

2015 

2020 
2025 

SS+AdvDie, 1.7l, 8DCT, 
186 g/km, 7.0 l  

SS+AdvDie, 1.3l, 8DCT, -27% mass, 
-20% RL, 142 g/km, 5.3 l  

SS+AdvDie P2, 1.6l, 8DCT, 
-13% mass, -10% RL, 147 g/km, 5.5 l  

SS+AdvDie P2, 1.3l, 
8DCT, -27% mass, 
-20% RL, 127 g/km, 4.8 l  

SS+AdvDie P2, 1.8l, 
8DCT, 169 g/km, 6.4 l  

SS, 2.0l, M6, 198 g/km, 7.5 l 
Baseline, 2.0l, M6, 
227 g/km, 8.6 l 

SS+AdvDie, 1.5l, 8DCT, -13% mass, 
-10% RL, 163 g/km, 6.1 l  

figure 10. Large N1 class cost curve for Diesel Vehicles
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corresponding 
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2020
average

B-segment (petrol)
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figure 11. 2020 Passenger Vehicle cost curves relative to 2015 eU target
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corresponding 
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2025
average

figure 12. 2025 Passenger Vehicle cost curves relative to 2015 eU target
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figure 13. 2020 N1 class cost curves relative to 2017 eU target
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figure 14. 2025 N1 class cost curves relative to 2017 eU target
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figure 15. Passenger Vehicle cost curves relative to 2010 eU Baseline
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figure 16. Passenger Vehicle cost curves relative to 2015 eU target
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figure 17. N1 class cost curves relative to 2010 eU Baseline
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figure 18. N1 class cost curves relative to 2017 eU target
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C-segment PETROL 

80 g/km
(3.3 l/100km)  

70 g/km
(2.9 l/100km)  

95 g/km
(3.9 l/100km) 

 

Baseline, 1.6l, M5, 156 g/km, 6.4 l 

SS, 1.6l, M5, 136 g/km, 5.6 l 

SS+SGTDI, 0.8l, 
8DCT, 100 g/km, 4.1 l 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.2l, 8DCT, 
-27% mass, -20% RL, 65 g/km, 2.7 l 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.9l, 
8DCT, 86 g/km, 3.5 l 

2015 

2020 

2025 

SS+CEGR, 0.8l, 8DCT, 96 g/km, 3.9 l 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.6l, 8DCT, -13% mass, 
-10% RL, 74 g/km, 3.0 l  
SS+SGTDI, 0.7l, 8DCT, -27% mass, 
-20% RL, 77 g/km, 3.2 l  

SS+CEGR, 0.7l, 8DCT, -13% mass, -10% RL, 84 g/km, 3.4 l  

corresponding 
fleet targets 

figure 19. 2012 Ford Focus compared to c class Petrol cost curve
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 CO2 reduction relative to 2010 baseline 

C-segment PETROL 

80 g/km
(3.3 l/100km)  

70 g/km
(2.9 l/100km)  

95 g/km
(3.9 l/100km) 

 

Baseline, 1.6l, M5, 156 g/km, 6.4 l 

SS, 1.6l, M5, 136 g/km, 5.6 l 

SS+SGTDI, 0.8l, 
8DCT, 100 g/km, 4.1 l 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.2l, 8DCT, 
-27% mass, -20% RL, 65 g/km, 2.7 l 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.9l, 
8DCT, 86 g/km, 3.5 l 

2015 

2020 

2025 

SS+CEGR, 0.8l, 8DCT, 96 g/km, 3.9 l 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.6l, 8DCT, -13% mass, 
-10% RL, 74 g/km, 3.0 l  
SS+SGTDI, 0.7l, 8DCT, -27% mass, 
-20% RL, 77 g/km, 3.2 l  

SS+CEGR, 0.7l, 8DCT, -13% mass, -10% RL, 84 g/km, 3.4 l  

corresponding 
fleet targets 

figure 20. 2012 Audi A3 compared to c class Petrol cost curve

2010 2012
ford focus ford focus 

ecoboost

1.6L, 4 cyl., 74 kw 1.0L, 3 cyl., 74 kw

--- SS+SgtDi

1,175 kg 1,195 kg

M5, 11.9 s M5, 12.5 s

159 g/km 109 g/km
-31%

2010 2012
Audi A3 Audi A3

1.6L, 4 cyl., 75 kw 1.2L, 4 cyl., 77 kw

--- SS+SgtDi

1,185 kg 1,150 kg

M5, 11.8 s 116 g/km

162 g/km 109 g/km-29%
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 CO2 reduction relative to 2010 baseline 

C-segment PETROL 

80 g/km
(3.3 l/100km)  

70 g/km
(2.9 l/100km)  

95 g/km
(3.9 l/100km) 

 

Baseline, 1.6l, M5, 156 g/km, 6.4 l 

SS, 1.6l, M5, 136 g/km, 5.6 l 

SS+SGTDI, 0.8l, 
8DCT, 100 g/km, 4.1 l 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.2l, 8DCT, 
-27% mass, -20% RL, 65 g/km, 2.7 l 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.9l, 
8DCT, 86 g/km, 3.5 l 

2015 

2020 

2025 

SS+CEGR, 0.8l, 8DCT, 96 g/km, 3.9 l 

P2 AtkCPS, 1.6l, 8DCT, -13% mass, 
-10% RL, 74 g/km, 3.0 l  
SS+SGTDI, 0.7l, 8DCT, -27% mass, 
-20% RL, 77 g/km, 3.2 l  

SS+CEGR, 0.7l, 8DCT, -13% mass, -10% RL, 84 g/km, 3.4 l  

corresponding 
fleet targets 

figure 21. 2012 toyota Prius compared to c class Petrol cost curve
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 CO2 reduction relative to 2010 baseline 

C-segment DIESEL

80 g/km
(3.3 l/100km)  

70 g/km
(2.9 l/100km)  

95 g/km
(3.9 l/100km) 

2015 

2020 
2025 

Baseline, 1.7l, M5, 131 g/km, 4.9 l 
SS, 1.7l, M5, 111 g/km, 4.2 l 

SS+AdvDie, 1.3l, 8DCT, 88 g/km, 3.3 l 
SS+AdvDie, 1.2l, 8DCT, -13% mass, -10% RL, 77 g/km, 2.9 l 

SS+AdvDie, 1.0l, 8DCT, -27% mass, -20% RL, 67 g/km, 2.5 l  

SS+AdvDie P2, 1.0l, 8DCT, -27% 
mass, -20% RL, 64 g/km, 2.4 l  

SS+AdvDie P2,
1.2l, 8DCT, -13% mass,
-10% RL, 74 g/km, 2.8 l

SS+AdvDie P2, 1.4l, 
8DCT, 85 g/km, 3.2 l  

corresponding 
fleet targets 

figure 22. 2012 Audi A3 compared to c class Diesel cost curve

b-Segment hYbrId exAmple:

2010 2012
toyota Yaris toyota Yaris hybrid

1.8L, 4 cyl., 108 kw 1.5L, 4 cyl., 74 kw

--- heV

1,140 kg 1,100 kg

164 g/km 79 g/km

2010 2012
Audi A3 Audi A3

1.6L, 4 cyl., 66 kw 1.6L, 4 cyl., 77 kw

--- SS

1,280 kg 1,225 kg

M5, 12.9 s M5, 11.4 s

114 g/km 99 g/km
-14%

2012
toyota prius

1.8L, 4 cyl., 100 kw

heV

1,370 kg

cVt, 10.4 s

89 g/km
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 CO2 reduction relative to 2010 baseline 

C-segment DIESEL

80 g/km
(3.3 l/100km)  

70 g/km
(2.9 l/100km)  

95 g/km
(3.9 l/100km) 

2015 

2020 
2025 

Baseline, 1.7l, M5, 131 g/km, 4.9 l 
SS, 1.7l, M5, 111 g/km, 4.2 l 

SS+AdvDie, 1.3l, 8DCT, 88 g/km, 3.3 l 
SS+AdvDie, 1.2l, 8DCT, -13% mass, -10% RL, 77 g/km, 2.9 l 

SS+AdvDie, 1.0l, 8DCT, -27% mass, -20% RL, 67 g/km, 2.5 l  

SS+AdvDie P2, 1.0l, 8DCT, -27% 
mass, -20% RL, 64 g/km, 2.4 l  

SS+AdvDie P2,
1.2l, 8DCT, -13% mass,
-10% RL, 74 g/km, 2.8 l

SS+AdvDie P2, 1.4l, 
8DCT, 85 g/km, 3.2 l  

corresponding 
fleet targets 

figure 23. 2012 Ford Fiesta compared to c class Diesel cost curve
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C-segment DIESEL

80 g/km
(3.3 l/100km)  

70 g/km
(2.9 l/100km)  

95 g/km
(3.9 l/100km) 

2015 

2020 
2025 

Baseline, 1.7l, M5, 131 g/km, 4.9 l 
SS, 1.7l, M5, 111 g/km, 4.2 l 

SS+AdvDie, 1.3l, 8DCT, 88 g/km, 3.3 l 
SS+AdvDie, 1.2l, 8DCT, -13% mass, -10% RL, 77 g/km, 2.9 l 

SS+AdvDie, 1.0l, 8DCT, -27% mass, -20% RL, 67 g/km, 2.5 l  

SS+AdvDie P2, 1.0l, 8DCT, -27% 
mass, -20% RL, 64 g/km, 2.4 l  

SS+AdvDie P2,
1.2l, 8DCT, -13% mass,
-10% RL, 74 g/km, 2.8 l

SS+AdvDie P2, 1.4l, 
8DCT, 85 g/km, 3.2 l  

corresponding 
fleet targets 

figure 24. 2012 Peugeot 3008 compared to c class Diesel cost curve

2010 2012
peugeot 3008 peugeot 3008 

hybrid

2.0L, 4 cyl., 120 kw 1.7L, 4 cyl., 120 kw

--- heV

1,540 kg 1,735 kg

A6, 10.2 s A6, 8.5 s

173 g/km 99 g/km
-43%

2010 2012
ford fiesta ford fiesta 

econetic

1.6L, 4 cyl., 70 kw 1.6L, 4 cyl., 70 kw

--- SS+low rr tires+…

M5, 11.8 s M5, 12.9 s

107 g/km 87 g/km
-19%
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8. final remarks and outlook

this paper presents a set of preliminary cost curves for 
the eU light-duty vehicle fleet and describes the method-
ology employed in their development. Based on the de-
rived curves, the following conclusions can be drawn for 
the average eU market.

•	 the estimated additional cost for attaining a co2 tar-
get of 95 g/km for passenger vehicles by 2020 is ap-
proximately €1000 per vehicle (see Figure 15-16).

•	 the estimated additional cost for attaining a co2 target 
of 147 g/km for light-commercial vehicles by 2020 is 
approximately €500 per vehicle (see Figures 17 and 18).

•	 the 2020 targets can be attained by improvements 
to internal combustion engines and moderate light-
weighting. the introduction of neither electric or hy-
brid vehicle technology is required to meet either fleet 
average co2 target.

•	 the costs for attaining target co2 levels below 95 g/
km (passenger cars) and 147 g/km (light-commercial 
vehicles) depend on the specific target and on the lead 
time allowed for compliance. For example, it is esti-
mated that a 2025 target of 80 g/km (passenger cars) 
can be attained at an additional cost of approximately 
€1750 per vehicle compared to a baseline of 130 g/km 
(see Figure 16). other estimates can be derived from 
the cost curves presented in this paper. generally, 2025 
costs are about 10 percent lower than the 2020 costs.

it is important to understand that the cost curves present-
ed in this paper only apply to the average vehicle market. 
costs for individual manufacturers will be different, as will 
the technology mix applied by individual manufacturers.

the presented cost curves are based on extensive vehicle 
simulation modeling and detailed teardown cost assess-
ments, mirroring the industry approach of assessing the 
emission reduction potential and cost of future technolo-
gies. the analysis is expected to be a best practice exam-
ple for the development of vehicle technology cost curves, 
and the results an accurate representation of current cost 
estimates for future co2 emission targets in the eU.

Limitations to the approach and the presented cost 
curves include:

•	 An underlying assumption of the cost assessment 
is that all technologies are manufactured entirely in 
western europe — more precisely in germany. in real-
ity, a significant portion of the manufacturing process-
es will take place in eastern europe, or even outside 
of europe in countries with lower labor costs than in 
germany. it is expected that in such a scenario, with 
manufacturing taking place in eastern europe, the as-
sociated cost curves would be approximately 15-20 

percent lower than those presented herein. A more 
detailed analysis of this effect will be presented in a 
subsequent working paper in this series.

•	 An underlying assumption of the cost assessment is 
that high volume mass production costs are assumed, 
but no consideration is made for future changes in the 
design of a technology (as compared to today’s state-
of-the-science). this means that any potential rede-
sign of a technology to optimize efficiency and reduce 
associated costs is not considered in the analysis. FeV 
calls this more conservative approach a “should-cost” 
assessment, in that it is based on what should be the 
cost of a technology that already exists today if it is 
mass produced in high volume, without any changes 
to a design that reflects current knowledge. this is dif-
ferent than a “could-cost” assessment that considers 
what could be the cost of a technology if it is opti-
mized over time through product redesigns that take 
advantage of evolving knowledge. A good example of 
this differential approach is P2 hybrid electric vehicle 
technology. currently, the P2 electric motor and trans-
mission are produced as two separate units. with larg-
er volumes, it is likely that manufacturers will invest in 
a redesign of the technology to integrate the electric 
motor and transmission into a single unit, which will 
reduce manufacturing costs. this likely redesign of 
the technology, as well as potential similar impacts for 
other evaluated technology, is not taken into account 
for the current cost assessment presented in this pa-
per. thus, while the “should cost” approach employed 
for this paper adds an important “ground truth” valida-
tion to the presented cost estimates, it also results in 
the assignment of a zero probability to the cost value 
of future technology advances. to the extent that such 
design advances occur, the presented cost curves will 
overstate co2 emission reduction costs in the years 
following such advances.

•	 Agencies developing 2017-2025 greenhouse gas stan-
dards for light-duty vehicles in the U.S. are in the pro-
cess of carrying out an extensive analysis of vehicle 
lightweighting costs. the results of this analysis will be 
transferred to the eU vehicle market and integrated 
into the cost curve analysis presented in this paper. 
while the analysis is not yet complete, it is expected 
that it will show that modest mass reductions are sub-
stantially cheaper than is assumed in the analysis un-
derlying this paper – which should effectively reduce 
technology costs relative to those implied by the cur-
rently derived cost curves.

•	 For the development of the cost curves in this paper 
it is assumed that market shares of fuels and vehicle 
segments will not change in the future. in particular, it 
is assumed that the market shares of petrol and die-
sel vehicles will remain constant over time. however, 
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there is some likelihood that the market share of diesel 
vehicles will decrease in the eU in the future. Such a 
shift would have an impact on fleet average compli-
ance costs – as petrol vehicle compliance costs are 
generally lower than those for diesel vehicles. A de-
tailed assessment of this effect will be presented in a 
subsequent working paper in this series.

•	 All co2 emission reduction technology is evaluated on a 
constant performance basis. it is assumed that the zero 
to 96.6 kilometers per hour (60 miles per hour) acceler-
ation time for reduced co2 vehicles is unchanged from 
that of associated baseline vehicles. co2 emission re-
duction costs for reduced performance vehicles would 
be lower than depicted in the presented cost curves.

given these limitations, the cost curves presented in this 
paper are expected to be more reflective of upper range 
costs, and that the real costs for meeting 95 g/km and 
other potential co2 emission targets is likely to be lower 
than indicated above. A detailed analysis of alternative 
cost curve scenarios will be presented in subsequent 
working papers in this series.

9. Abbreviations and Acronyms

AdvDie Advanced Diesel
At Automatic transmission
AtkcPS  Atkinson cycle engine with cam Phase 

Switching
A6 Six Speed Automatic transmission
A8 eight Speed Automatic transmission
BAS Belt Alternator Starter
BMeP Brake Mean effective Pressure
cAFe U.S. corporate Average Fuel economy
cd coefficient of Drag
cdA  coefficient of Drag times Vehicle Frontal 

Area
co2 carbon Dioxide
cegr cooled exhaust gas recirculation
cPi U.S. consumer Price index
cPS cam Phase Switching
cr compression ratio
Dct  Dual clutch (Automated Manual) 

transmission
Di Direct injection
Dohc Dual overhead cam configuration
DPF Diesel Particulate Filter
DVVL Discrete Variable Valve Lift
ePA U.S. environmental Protection Agency
egr exhaust gas recirculation
ePS electronic Power Steering
eU european Union
Fc Fuel consumption
g gram(s)
gDi gasoline (Petrol) Direct injection

heV hybrid electric Vehicle
hr hour
icct international council on clean transportation
ice internal combustion engine
i3 three cylinder inline configuration engine
i4 Four cylinder inline configuration engine
kg kilogram(s)
km kilometer(s)
kw kilowatt(s)
l Liter(s)
Mt Manual transmission
m2 square meters
M5 Five Speed Manual transmission
M6 Six Speed Manual transmission
NeDc New european Driving cycle
Nox oxides of Nitrogen
n/a Not Applicable
ohV overhead Valve configuration
PFi Port Fuel injection
rL road Load
rL0 Baseline road Load Scenario
rL1 Alternative 15/10/10 road Load Scenario
rL2 Alternative 30/20/20 road Load Scenario
rr rolling resistance
Scr Selective catalytic reduction
SgtDi  Stoichiometric gasoline (Petrol) 

turbocharged Direct injection
Sohc Single overhead cam configuration
SS Start-Stop (idle-off) technology
StDi Stoichiometric turbocharged Direct injection
tc torque converter
U.S. United States
V Volt(s)
VVt Variable Valve timing
VVtL Variable Valve timing and Lift
V6 Six cylinder V-configuration engine
V8  eight cylinder V-configuration engine
15/10/10  Percent Mass/Drag/rolling resistance road 

Load reduction
30/20/20   Percent Mass/Drag/rolling resistance road 

Load reduction
6Dct  Six Speed Dual clutch (Automated Manual) 

transmission
6DDct  Six Speed Dry Dual clutch (Automated 

Manual) transmission
7DDct  Seven Speed Dry Dual clutch (Automated 

Manual) transmission
8Dct  eight Speed Dual clutch (Automated 

Manual) transmission
8DDct  eight Speed Dry Dual clutch (Automated 

Manual) transmission
8wDct  eight Speed wet Dual clutch (Automated 

Manual) transmission


